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PREFACE

During his lifetime, William A. Brady was one of

the most active and successful producers in the American

theatre. Since his death, in 1950, his reputation has

faded into relative obscurity. No study of his career

has been made, and he is mentioned only briefly and with-

out regularity in works dealing with the American theatre

of the first half of the twentieth century. This study

will examine his life and career as a theatrical producer

in order to demonstrate the ways in which Brady's career

exemplified certain aspects of the early twentieth century

American theatre.

The most useful materials in the preparation of

this study have been clipping files, letters, scrapbooks,

and miscellaneous documents in the Theatre Collection of

the Lincoln Center Library of the Performing Arts. That

information has been supplemented with periodical mater-

ial from the Players Club Library and the University of

Florida Library.

Various biographies of actors, actresses, and

stage and screen personalities who worked with, or knew,

iMr. Brady also provided data and insights into his life



and career. Mr. Brady's autobiography, Showman, and

interviews with Miss Helen Hayes, Miss Madge Kennedy,

and Miss Beulah Bondi provided further information as to

the producer's life style, temperament, and business

acumen.

The primary concern of this study is Mr. Brady's

career as a Broadway producer, although information con-

cerning his paratheatrical and motion picture activities

is included in the study's review and examination of his

activities. The study of Brady as a Broadway producer

furnishes an account of a man who was, by his own admis-

sion, a theatrical businessman and showman in the tra-

dition of P. T. Barnura, Charles Frohrnan , and Florenz

Zeigfeld. Brady's activities outside the legitimate New

York theatre were largely secondary in terms of their

importance to Brady and to the American theatre. Those

secondary activities, however, provide additional evidence

of Brady's business acumen and his flair for showmanship.

Jointly, the two spheres of activity provide ample evidence

of the accuracy of Brady's self-image.

Chapter I of this study consists of a review of

developments in the American theatre between 1890 and

1940. Particular attention is given to major changes which

occurred during that period in order to provide a descrip-

tion of the milieu in which Brady lived and worked. Chap-

ter II provides an account of Brady's life and a record of



his legitimate theatrical career. In the interest of

clarity and accuracy, Chapter II has been divided into

three periods. That three-part division was suggested

by the fact that three distinct, significant phases of

Brady's career can be identified. Chapter III utilizes

examples to indicate Brady's effective and flamboyant use

of promotional publicity, a tool of the theatrical trade

he regarded as indispensible. In addition, the chapter

identifies the several unique, new promotional tactics

which Brady introduced to the theatrical scene. A brief

essay, including an evaluation of Brady's career and its

relationship to the theatre of his time, concludes this

study. The names and dates of Brady's New York productions

are provided in the Appendix.
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This study provides a review of the career of

William A. Brady and a record of his activities as a

producer of legitimate theatre in New York City. The

purpose of the study was to establish the extent and

significance of his contributions to American theatre.

The initial phase of the study consists of a

survey of major changes occurring in the American profes-

sional theatre between 1890 and 1940. The developments

thus summarized make it possible to place Brady's life

and career in their proper perspective. An account of

Brady's achievements and ventures which the study contains

judicates his involvement and influence in the artistic

and financial aspects of the American theatre. Further,

through the use of his personal notes, news clippings, and

interviews with his contemporaries, the study provides



some indications of the Brady personality which figured

prominently in his work.

It is evident from the information cited in this

study that William A. Brady exemplified the stereotypical

"businessman of the theatre." Details of his career in-

dicate, however, Brady also brought a particularly inno-

vative and artistically sound sense of showmanship to the

business of producing and promoting popular entertainment

on Broadway. The unusual quantity of Brady's production

activity and his knowledge of several areas of the enter-

tainment industry made him one of the most successful

producers the American stage has known.



CHAPTER I

AN OVERVIEW OF THE AMERICAN THEATRE, 1890-1950

With the approach of the twentieth century, theatre

in America moved into a position of world leadership and

its commercial aspects experienced a concomitant expansion.

That expansion was reflected in efforts to meet the demands

of a growing, essentially conservative, middle-class

audience. European innovations in dramatic theory and

technical advances spawned by new scientific discoveries

were rapidly adapted to please the growing American audi-

ences. Theatrical companies were quick to employ the in-

creased illusionism made possible by the European-fostered,

three-dimensional scenery and the use of the safer and

more versatile electric lighting equipment. Along with the

developments in scenic enterprise, producers added more

authentic properties and innovations such as historical

accuracy in costuming.

The changes fostered by the late nineteenth century

growth in public demand for dramatic entertainment were

not limited to the technical aspects of production, but

extended into virtually all aspects of the American theatre.

As audiences grew, a distinct effort was made to explore



and satisfy their preferences. As a result, there was a

significant increase in the variety of entertainment being

offered to the public. Also, in order to better serve

the growing theatre audiences, more theatres were con-

structed and the basic organization of theatrical business

in the United States changed.

The middle-class audiences of the late nineteenth

century insisted on entertainment that ranged from re-

enactments of famous war battles and six-day bicycle races

to the formula plays of Owen Davis, the Tom shows derived

from Harriet Beecher Stowe's famous novel, western horse

spectacles, and specialty acts. It was an era in which

professional actors such as Mrs. Fiske, James O'Neill, and

Sarah Bernhardt reached the height of their fame. Yet,

at the same time, currently popular personalities such as

the prizefighters Terence McGovern and James J. Corbett

or the military hero Clay Blaney made successful appearances

on the stages of the popular-priced theatres. In the main,

the late nineteenth century became an era in which employ-

ment as an actor or actress depended largely upon such

nonartistic factors as one's public reputation and the

types of roles one had previously played.

The popular-priced theatres operating between 1890

and 1910— the theatres frequented by the majority of the

growing new audience—offered sensational melodramas. These

melodramas presented



for their imaginative patrons what was
probably the most curious parade of
living specimens ever visited upon the
stage .

-*

A sampling of the theatrical personalities and acts of the

period supports this statement. For example, Montgomery

Irving, a former strong-man in vaudeville, became an actor

in Charles E. Blaney's For His Brother's Crime . In the

play Irving was required to support a wooden bridge while

a horse-drawn carriage with three occupants galloped across

2
it. Among the staples of the popular-priced theatres were

melodramas featuring "Real Indians." To illustrate, in

1903, a "Tribe of Real Indians" appeared in the production

of The Queen of the Highway . They were supported by a

cast of twenty-five professional actors and actresses,

4
five "educated horses," and two "man-eating wolves."

The nineteenth century has often been referred

5
to as the age of melodrama, and melodrama remained the

dominant form of dramatic literature in America until the

end of the century when the realism of Zola, Ibsen, Shaw

and others gained popularity and exerted its influence on

the American stage. Melodrama enjoyed what can best be

described as mass popularity which neither romanticism,

emerging at about the same time as melodrama, nor realism,

reflecting an increased interest in science and technology,

ever achieved. Melodrama was essential to the theatre of

the mass audience, inasmuch as it reinforced basic



assumptions about life and allowed spectators to escape

into a world constructed as they believed it should be.

The popular theatre provided the melodrama that was "the

natural theatrical diet for the hard-working, empire-

building American pioneer."^ Charles Frohman, perhaps

the most successful producer of the period, described the

dramatic fare preferred by the American public as follows:

American playgoers, and in fact, playgoers
the world over, are not looking for literary

fireworks behind the footlights— they want

plays that interest and hold them. They
want action—dramatic incidents—and above

all, they want a strong love story.'

In the last half of the nineteenth century, play-

wrights like Augustin Daly, Dion Boucicault, and Steele

MacKaye were satisfying the prevailing taste for the melo-

dramatic by providing American playgoers with plays like

Under the Gaslight , The Octoroon ,
and Hazel Kirke . Al-

though the term "melodrama" fell into disuse, the melo-

dramatic play lived on, with popularity and prosperity,

well into the twentieth century. Admittedly, in the 1920s

murder mysteries, such as The Bat (1920) by Mary Roberts

Rinehart and Avery Hopgood, were in vogue and, by the 1930s,

psychological thrillers like Emlyn Williams's Night Must

Fall became popular. Regardless of the labels assigned to

these later plays, however, they remained essentially melo-

drama.

The trite sentiments and elemental sympathies of

nineteenth century melodrama found expression in an approach



to acting which is primarily external. Unlike modern

approaches to actor training, which tend to combine ex-

ternal techniques with an internal, emotional motivation

for actions, nineteenth century acting teachers and texts

stressed stage techniques, movement, diction, and pronun-

ciation. Schools of acting were concerned almost exclusively

with what can best be termed an external means of eliciting

a response from the audience. As a result there was a

tendency to codify human emotions and to develop standard-

ized, conventional poses which would convey a given emotion

and gain the desired response. Critical judgement of an

actor's performance was often based on elocutionary pre-

cepts for pronunciation, voice, gesture, emotional por-

trayal , and naturalness. Further the nineteenth century

actor, in following these precepts, adhered to certain uni-

versal rules or laws which, in extremes, led to stilted

posturing, declamation, and blind obedience to guidelines

9
for the correct placement of hands, feet, and head. The

prevalence of elocutionary principles in American acting

as late as the turn of the century resulted from the fact

that that generation of actors had been influenced by their

elocution-trained predecessors.

Although melodrama and its related acting styles per-

sisted beyond the turn of the century, changes took place in

American theatre during the second and third decades of the

twentieth century which affected the basic tenets of the



actor's art. Those actors who were at odds with the old

elocutionary methods found a new approach to acting in the

teachings of Constantin Stanislavski .
Stanislavski ' s

"Method," first seen in America during the 1922-23 theatri-

cal season, stressed the actor's own creative and imagina-

tive faculties. Richard Boleslavsky, a Stanislavski pupil,

began teaching the "Method" at the American Laboratory

Theatre in 1923. Other followers of the Stanislavski method

associated themselves with the Theatre Guild in 1928. The

culmination of the experimentation with the "Method" was

perhaps realized in 1931 with Lee Strasberg's and Harold

Clurman's Group Theatre.

The aforementioned increase in the popularity of

all types of entertainment had a great effect on American .

theatre construction during the late 1800s and early 1900s.

As a result of the growing number of patrons, or potential

patrons, broadway commercial playhouses were built for the

purpose of crowding as many paying customers as possible

into the available space. The architecture was dominated

by the traditional proscenium design and the auditorium

included a main floor, a balcony, and often a gallery.

Experimentation and innovation in theatrical design rep-

resented a gamble only a few producers or proprietors were

willing to take. Not only were theatres designed with an

eye to the maximum seating potential and its attendant

profits, but they were marked by a singular, dated



architectural style. The attitude governing theatre de-

sign was one of conservative reverence for the style

people had liked in the past.

The expanded commercial aspects of American theatre,

noted above, required substantial changes in the basic

organization of theatrical companies. The repertory sys-

tem, which consisted primarily of resident groups that used

the same actors and the same theatres for a series of dif-

ferent productions, disappeared and was replaced by the

more profitable long-run show. Some permanent acting com-

panies, such as Wallack's, Palmer's, and Daly's in New York,

managed to survive until the turn of the century, but they

were rapidly replaced by the more economical system under

which a different company of type-cast actors was assembled

for each new production. The new system proved so popular

that the type-cast stars themselves began to assemble their

own touring companies, complete with supporting casts and

scenery. These companies, called combinations, proliferated

to the point that, by 1880, some star actors had formed

duplicate companies to more thoroughly satisfy the national

12
demand for particularly popular plays. By 1900 these

New York-based combination companies had developed large

audiences as a result of their nation-wide tours. The

size of the audience available to a touring company is

suggested by the fact that, by 1900, it was large enough

to support 500 individual productions touring on established

routes.



By the late 1800s entertainment had become a

packaged commodity requiring great financial resources and

the sponsorship and support of theatre managers throughout

the nation. In time, the traditional star-managed combina-

tion companies, with their limited personnel and small

budgets, became obsolete and inadequate as a result of

the financial and logistical problems which accompanied

the expansion of the touring concept. To be profitable

a production had to be financed and organized for its New

York engagement and then economically routed along its

subsequent tour of small town theatres. Few of the star

actors were capable of handling the task. The need was met

by the producer, a businessman capable of selling, and

willing to sell, entertainment to the American public.

The reaction of some members of the theatrical pro-

fession to this dependence on businessmen was expressed by

William Winter.

The major causes are the prevalence of

Materialism, infecting all branches of

thought, and of Commercialism, infecting
all branches of action. The public is

not blameless, because public opinion and
sentiment—meaning the general condition
and attitude of the public mind— reacts
upon those who address the public. The
theatrical audience of this period (1908)
is largely composed of vulgarians who know
nothing about art or literature and who
care for nothing but the solace of their
common tastes and animal appetites; on
that point observation of the faces and
manners of the multitude would satisfy any
thoughtful observer: and, because the
audience is largely of this character, the



Theatre has become precisely what it might
have been expected to become when depend-
ent on such patronage. It has passed from
the hands that ought to control it,—the
hands either of Actors who love and honor
their art or of men endowed with the tempra-
ment [sic] of the Actor and acquainted with
his art and its needs,— and, almost entirely,
it has fallen into the clutches of sordid,
money-grubbing tradesmen, who have degraded
it into a bazaar. Throughout the length and
breadth of the United States spectators have
captured the industry that they call "the
Amusement Business" and have made "a corner
in Theatricals. "14

By 1900 the producer had risen to a position of

dominance in American theatre by using his business exper-

tise to meet the expanding needs of the theatrical industry.

The producer would select a play, assemble a company, rent

a theatre, and pay the production expenses. Following a

New York engagement, the producer proceeded to send his

company out on a tour of previously contracted independent

theatres. The tour theatres were, at times, owned by the

producer of the show or by his New York booking agency,

thus giving him additional control over any profits real-

ized by the company.

This producer-dominated system ultimately resulted

in power struggles for control of New York's theatres and

the theatres in cities and towns which lay along profitable

tour routes. The power struggles involved revolts by inde-

pendent producers and stars, notably Harris G. Fiske, Mrs.

Fiske, and David Belasco, against an organization Imown as the

Theatrical Syndicate. The major battle in this struggle for
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control of the commercial theatre scene involved a fight

between the Syndicate and the producing-booking agency

formed by the famous Shubert Brothers.

Because of its dominant place in the theatre in-

dustry at the turn of the century and its role in making

theatre "Big Business," the Syndicate warrants special

attention in an overview of the theatre of the period.

The Theatrical Syndicate was organized in 1896 by Sam

Nixon, Fred Zimmerman, Charles Frohman, Al Hayman , Marc

Klaw, and A. L. Erlanger. These men were theatre owners

and producers who, by 1903, had gained effective control

of the American theatre by virtue of obtaining exclusive

contractural agreements with the managers of first-class

theatres in contiguous cities and towns along major trans-

portation routes. Though the exact number cannot be known,

it is certain that before 1903 the organization controlled

all but two or three first-class theatres in New York City

and all but one each in Boston and Chicago. Other cities

—

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, New Orleans, San Fran-

cisco, and hundreds of smaller towns—were completely under

15Syndicate control. Once it gained control over a par-

ticular circuit, the Syndicate offered the local theatre

owners a full season of top quality productions, to be

furnished by the Syndicate, according to Syndicate rates.

Where it could not gain control over key theatres, the

Syndicate built a rival theatre, offered its finest
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productions at reduced rates, and forced its competition

into bankruptcy. New York producers or actors who refused

to cooperate and accept Syndicate contracts were denied

bookings in Syndicate theatres.

The Syndicate control was challenged during the

second half of the first decade by the Shuberts, who had

managed to gain the support of a few independent producers

The Shuberts, with their own theatres, gained the support

of many theatrical artists by establishing an "Open Door

Policy" which supposedly guaranteed artists the right to

produce in Shubert theatres regardless of any previous con-

tracts or agreements they may have had with the Syndicate.

In time, the war between the Syndicate and the Shuberts

lead to a deadlock, with the Syndicate controlling the

major theatres and the Shuberts having the support of the

profession's major actors and actresses. The power of the

Syndicate and its domination of the American theatre did

not diminish appreciably until 1910 when William A. Brady,

himself a prosperous independent producer, contractually

joined with the Shuberts to challenge Syndicate control of

the theatrical scene.

The end of the Syndicate's control of American

theatre came at a time when the dynamic growth in popu-

larity which began in the latter part of the nineteenth

century had reached its peak and theatre across the nation

started to experience a general decline in popularity.
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In 1900, as noted, as many as 500 companies (or an

average of 339 companies per week) were on tour in the

United States. By 1913, however, when the Syndicate's

control of the theatre had disintegrated, the number had

16dwindled to 178 companies per week. Further, between

1910 and 1925, the number of theatres available for legiti-

mate productions outside the nation's leading metropolitan

17centers dropped from 1,549 to 674. This "decline of the

road" caused producer to re-evaluate traditional methods

of gauging a play's financial potential. After the first

decade of the twentieth century, theatrical success came

to be measured in terms of New York box office receipts,

rather than those of road theatres. Productions were based

on the single play which met the established American re-

quirement of having the capacity to appeal to a mass audi-

ence, thus insuring it a long New York run. The touring

companies that were operative after the halcyon days of

the "road" were those sent out from New York, either to

capitalize on the success of a play's New York reputation,

or to provide preview audiences for a play prior to its

actual New York debut. New York City became, then, the

center of American theatrical production.

The decline in popularity of legitimate theatre

after the turn of the century was accompanied by, and pos-

sibly resulted from, an increase in the popularity of the

motion picture. Motion pictures, which had made their
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appearance in low-priced exhibition rooms, were, at first,

considered to be little more than a novelty. The first

public performance presented under Thomas Edison's aegis

was given in Koster and Bials Music Hall, New York, on

April 23, 1896. The presentation was such a success and

fostered the production of so many other motion pictures

that, by 1910, the number of people who attended movies

19was estimated to be twenty million. The public had

created, within a decade, a business larger
in volume than that of all spoken-drama
theatres, dime museums, variety houses,
lecture bureaus, concert halls, circuses,
and street carnivals combined. 20

Theatrical productions, cognizant of the competi-

tion posed by motion pictures, began to extend their inter-

ests from legitimate theatre into the film industry. One

method of gaining entrance into the film industry was by

selling plays to film companies. Producers made the works

of hopeful playwrights available to film companies for

use as movie plots. One such transaction involved the

World Film Corporation, founded by Arthur Spiegal, of the

Chicago mail order house, and Lewis J. Selznick, a former

jewelry salesman turned film company manager. Spiegal

and Selznick engaged the subject of this study, William

A. Brady, as their director of productions, and Brady,

working with the Shuberts, arranged for the purchase of

21
various theatrical properties for use by the World Film

Corporation.
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Legitimate theatre, developing through such com-

petitive, yet cooperative, arrangements with the motion

picture industry, prospered during the years immediately

preceding the first World War. With America's entry into

World War I, the American theatre became involved in com-

mercial and nonconimercial enterprises aimed at aiding the

war effort. The noncommercial ventures included bond

drives, benefit performances, and government-sponsored

propaganda programs utilizing the talents of Broadway's

top personalities. The commercial theatre also aided the

war effort, involuntarily and somewhat indirectly, through

heavy war taxes levied against all theatrical enterprises

22
and collected at the time of ticket sales. In spite of

such taxes, theatrical activity during the war increased

significantly. To illustrate, the number of new produc-

tions in New York City increased from 126 in the 1915-16

season to 156 in the 1917-18 season. Further, the number

of theatres used for legitimate production in New York City

grew from 37 in the 1915-16 season to 50 by the end of the

1918-19 season.

Following the First World War, Broadway experienced

a new, significant measure of growth due to the nation's

general prosperity, increased urbanization, and tlie further

decline of the touring system. As a result of these factors,

particularly the postwar prosperity, the period 1910-1930

became one of unprecedented theatrical activity. The number
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of New York productions per season rose steadily and

reached an all time high of 264 in the 1927-28 theatrical

season. To accommodate the steady increase in productions,

twenty-six playhouses (either new structures or converted

facilities) were opened in New York between 1924 and

1929.^'*

The postwar period was also a time of rebellion

within the organizational structure of American theatre.

In 1919 actors and playwrights demanded an effective voice

in the business of theatre. As a result producers were

forced to relinquish some of their almost tyrannical power.

The organization of the theatre's creative personnel, or

labor force, created a condition that made it impossible

for producers to operate according to traditional production

practices. As late as 1913, a producer often directed a

play himself, kept a scenic artist on his staff to refur-

bish a set out of his stock pile, and paid minimum wages

to cast members after a play opened. Those conditions

changed after V/orld War I when newly established theatri-

cal unions, such as the Actors Equity Association, the

Dramatists' Guild, and the Stage Workers Union, restricted

the producer's power by demanding adherence to rules based

25on the reform of previous abuses. By 1928, as a result

of the unions' power and regulations, the producer was re-

quired to engage a director and a designer, contract with

a scenic shop to build sets for each new play, and to hire,
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at wages established by the various unions, actors, elec-

tricians, carpenters, costumers, and other personnel.

The Actors Equity Association took the lead in

forcing producers into negotiations with theatrical per-

sonnel by calling a general strike of Equity members in

1919. The strike effectively brought the Broadway theatre,

and that of many other large cities, to a standstill.

Supported by the Stage Workers Union and the Dramatists'

Guild, Equity succeeded in its negotiations with the lead-

ing New York producers who had established an organization

known as the Producing Managers Association, to serve as

their collective bargaining agency in the conflict. The

results of the negotiations were standard, and equitable,

contracts for Equity members which, generally, provided

for minimum standards in working conditions and standard

period of employment. Shortly afterward the dramatists'

organization secured a standard "agreement" which guaranteed

playwrights greater protection from unscrupulous producers

by providing standard contractual arrangements for the

payment of royalties.

The activity of the Dramatists' Guild in labor-

related disputes with theatrical producers was indicative

of another change in the postwar American theatre. Amer-

ican playwrights had been, prior to World War I, something

of a novelty. The usual fare of American commercial

theatres had consisted of adaptations of foreign plays,
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such as those by J. M. Barrie, Ryder Haggard, and Sardou,

or formula plays such as those written by Augustin Daly,

Dion Boucicault, and Owen Davis. New American playwrights

had been regarded by many producers as mere employees

rather than as independent artists. Producers frequently

retained new playwrights, not to create original works, but

to rewrite work on some newly acquired play. Charles

Frohman , for example, often put new American playwrights

under contract in order to use their talents in adapting

old or foreign plays to changing American tastes.

The Dramatists' Guild's rise to a position of in-

fluence, and a new awareness of world drama and dramatic

theories brought on by exposure to European theatre during

and directly after the First World War, provided American

playwrights with more opportunities for production and with

greater freedom of expression. Americans generally, and

American producers in particular, eventually became aware

of new movements in dramatic production theories. The

most significant movement, the New Stagecraft, gained popu-

larity and artists and producers began developing and

adapting its theories to the American stage.

The New Stagecraft, the term Americans applied to

the European concern for artistic realism and the creation

of a stage environment for each individual play, was em-

braced first in the United States by the little theatre

movement. The little theatres were noncommercial organizations
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more interested in artistic excellence than financial suc-

cess. Of the early groups, the most important groups were

the Washington Square Players of New York, founded in 1914,

and the Provincetown Players founded in Provincetown , Massa-

chusetts, in 1915. The Washington Square Players became,

in 1919, the professional Theatre Guild and began producing

the best in American and European drama, stressing New

Stagecraft techniques. The Provincetown Players sought to

encourage new American playwrights and, in so doing, they

were among the first to recognize the talent of Eugene

O'Neill and provide a showcase for his work. By 1925 the

success of these pioneering organizations had made the

New Stagecraft fully acceptable to the commercial Broadway

theatres

.

By accepting the New Stagecraft, New York became

the scene of many new, exciting, and significant plays

during the 1920s. Eugene O'Neill, Elmer Rice, Sidney

Howard, S. N. Behrman and others were writing plays that

overshadowed previous dramatic works in range of ideas,

variety of form, and depth of characterization. O'Neill's

Desire Under the Elms , Howard's What Price Glory? , and

Rice's The Adding Machine , and plays of distinction by

other playwrights made Broadway audiences aware of a new,

27mature, and vital American drama.

This new interest in American plays by American

playwrights was accompanied by a tendency to present
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increasingly more daring and realistic scenes on the

stage. The importation of European theories and an in-

creased sophistication of the American playgoer demanded

a heightened realism in plays. This realism frequently

resulted in the treatment of sexual themes and the por-

trayal of increasingly risque scenes. While they may have

lacked the sophistication of idea, language and form of

an O'Neill, Behrman or Rice, plays such as Belasco's

Harem , Brady's A Good Bad Woman , and the Mae West produc-

tion of Sex typify the popular "sex plays" which were an

offshoot of the American theatre's experiments with realism,

As in the case of the melodrama or the play with mass

appeal, the American commercial theatre found that "sex

plays" and risque materials were good business. By the

late 1920s, plays containing risque scenes or questionable

themes were being produced to such an extent that reli-

gious leaders and public reform groups demanded that govern-

ment officials intervene. •
•

Action by government officials, following the de-

mands of the groups mentioned above, made censorship of

the New York stage a crucial issue. The issue came to

a head in March, 1927, when the New York Assembly amended

a 1909 censorship law by adding the Wales Stage Regulation

Bill. One of the provisions of the bill stated that any

theatre could have its license revoked for as long as one

year if a performance given there was found to be legally
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obscene. This amendment, popularly termed "the padlock

law," added to the liability of every person, except

audience members, who knowingly aided and abetted the

production of an obscene play. Those found to be in

violation of the provisions of the law could be arrested

28
on misdemeanor charges. In spite of objections from

every sector of the theatre industry, the "padlock law"

remained on the New York law books in its original form

until 1931.^^

The prosperity and experimentation which marked

the American theatre of the 1920s came to a virtual stand-

still with the stock market crash in 1929. The economic

depression which followed the market crash dealt a stunning

blow to Broadway theatre and instituted economic changes

in the structure of the theatrical business. The sharp

fall in personal income which accompanied the stock market

failure cut theatre attendance and the number of new pro-

ductions in New York City dropped sharply. For example,

during the 1932-33 season, only 174 new productions were

mounted in New York, as compared to 264 in the peak season

of 1927-28. By 1930 many theatres in New York and m
the nation's other major cities were empty and none were

31
being built. Theatrical production steadily declined as

the depression deepened and, by 1940, the number of New

32
York productions had dropped to a mere 80. Producers

went bankrupt; actors were out of work and without any
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prospect of future employment. By 1935 estimates of un-

employed theatrical workers were set at between 20,000

and 30,000 by the Works Progress Administration, and in

a survey. Actors Equity located 5000 unemployed actors in

33New York City alone. Actors and technicians lucky enough

to be employed were asked, and readily agreed, to take

34cuts in salary. As an example of the financial straits

of producers, Brady, in his autobiography, stated that

his loss in the stock market was not unusually high even

35though he estimated it at approximately $350,000.

One of the major problems producers faced during

this period of economic chaos was that of the increased

power of the labor unions. By the mid-1920s the stage-

hands', the scenic designers', the playwrights', and the

actors' unions not only reached the peak of their power,

but they had become national in scope and jurisdiction.

The Actors Equity Association had successfully established

a "closed shop" policy and, by 1933, had bargained for

a minimum wage scale. Prior to the depression other

unions had also obtained increased salary scales which

resulted in increased production costs. In the interval

between 1920 and 1930, carpenters, stagehands, and

theatrical-transfer men achieved pay scale increases

ranging from 174 to 522 per cent. Those increases ac-

counted for almost 70 per cent of the total operating

37
budget of an average Broadway production, and represented
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a cost that could not be sustained with a failing economy

and sparse or nonexistent audiences.

One of the only avenues of income open to the sud-

denly unemployed theatre people of Broadway was the enor-

mously popular motion picture industry. The first full

length talking picture, The Jazz Singer , had been released

in 1927 and, within a few years, had caused a major revo-

lution in the film industry. Hollywood's plot and situa-

tion writers of the silent film era found themselves unable

to write dialogue, and many silent screen actors found that

their voices were inadequate for use in the talking pictures,

Motion picture producers were forced to turn to the stage

for talent appropriate to the new medium. Playwrights,

actors, and directors idled as a result of Broadway's

economic plight, found new employment in California and a

chance to leave the near-bankrupt New York stage.

During these depression years, several outstanding

experiments were launched by the federal government to

provide a means of employment for theatre people forced

out of work by the virtual economic shutdown of the theatre.

One of those e.xperiments , the Federal Theatre Project, was

created in 1935 by an Act of Congress and, by the time of

its termination in 1939, it had provided employment for

38
over 10,000 people in forty states.

The Federal Theatre Project, in addition to its

legislated task of employing theatrical people in positions
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related to their skills, also had artistic and cultural

purposes. Hallie Flannigan, the director of the Project,

described those purposes as

the gigantic task of bringing to people
across America, hitherto unable to afford
dramatic entertainment, a theatre which
should reflect our country, its history,
its present problems, its diverse regions
and populations . 39

Additionally, through direct funding, the Project encour-

aged experimentation among other groups such as Actors

Equity, the Dramatists' Guild, and the League of New York

40
Theatres. In portions of its own enterprise, such as

the Living Newspaper series with its dramatizations of

contemporary news stories, the Project explored the social

problems of the day. Given this socially oriented model,

other groups, such as the Workers Laboratory Theatre and

John Houseman and Orson Welles' Mercury Theatre, also began

41
to theatrically assess the problems of the era.

Despite the economic difficulties besetting all

facets of the theatre industry during the 1930s, the

commercial theatre was able to maintain high standards

and a high degree of artistry. Playwrights Eugene

O'Neill, Sidney Howard, S. N. Behrman, Robert Sherwood,

Maxwell Anderson, Arthur Miller, and Tennessee Williams

made their debut or reached the peak of their craft during

this period. In terms of the graphic or scenic aspects

of theatre, Mordecai Gorelik, Howard Bay, Jo Mielziner,
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Norman Bel Geddes , and Joseph Urban, who rank among

America's most successful and famous designers, emerged

in the late twenties and the depression years. The de-

pression gave theatre artists, particularly playwrights,

a consciousness of social problems and focused their work

and ideas on the individual who often is at the mercy of

society. The plays of the period (the 1930s) began to

reflect an optimism under which the problems were identi-

fied and it was inferred that those problems could be

solved. In addition to the playwrights listed above, two

of America's outstanding playwrights came to the fore in

the late depression years with their dramas of "social

consciousness." The playwrights in question were Lillian

Hellman and Clifford Odets, both of whom were successful

at coupling social consciousness to a sense of heightened

42
theatrical realism.

Regardless of the artistic or sociological impor-

tance of the artists mentioned above, the most popular

theatrical entertainment of the 1930s and 1940s was the

musical comedy. It moved from being merely an excuse for

showing beautiful girls and elaborate production

numbers to a new type musical. The new form integrated

music, story, dance, and settings into the telling of a

semi-serious story. The trend reached its culmination in

43
1943 with the production of Oklahoma!
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With the outbreak of World War II the normal pat-

tern of Broadway theatre was interrupted again. The

American public turned to what it perceived to be more

serious and more pressing matters. As a result, theatre

production declined sharply throughout the war years and

reached its lowest point of activity in the 1949-50 post-

44war season when only sixty-two productions were staged.

The decade of the fifties was one of diversifica-

tion of the geography and philosophy of theatre in the

United States. The commercial playhouses of Broadway

ceased to be the only location of representative American

theatre. Colleges and universities across the nation

began to receive recognition for their training programs

and for their quality productions. Community and regional

theatres, which had evolved some three decades earlier,

gained national and international reputations. The

greatest force for diversification was, however, the

emergence of the Off -Broadway theatres. Disenchanted

and idealistic playwrights, actors, and directors estab-

lished quality companies in sections of New York City far

removed from the Broadway area. The Off-Broadway League

45
of Theatres was formed in 1949 and the movement had its

first true success in 1952, with the production of Tennessee

Williams' Summer and Smoke at the Circle in the Square

46
theatre. New playwrights, directors, and actors of the

limited-budget, Off-Broadway shows soon gained fame and
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influence throughout the world. This open and successful

break with the commercially-oriented Broadway philosophy

marks the most recent major change in American theatre.

Currently, theatre production in American is not dictated

exclusively by commercial interests, or even audiences,

as it had been for most of the first half of the century.
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CHAPTER II

LIFE AND CAREER OF WILLIAM A. BRADY

Life

Y^illiam Aloysius Brady was born in San Francisco,

June 19, 1863, the son of Terence A. Brady, a newspaper

editor. In 1886, following his divorce from the boy's

mother, Catherine O'Keefe,"'" the elder Brady took his son

to New York City. Terence Brady then proceeded to work

for the New York Herald until his death in 1878. At the

time of his father's death young Brady, then fifteen years

old, secured a job as steward at the New York Press Club.

He soon left that position, however, and took a job as a

"peanut butcher" on an emigrant train running between

Omaha and San Francisco. It was in San Francisco that

Brady was introduced to the theatre, first as an extra

in Bartley Campbell's production of The White Slave , and

then as stage manager for the Joseph R. Grismer touring

troupe."^ In 1884, in partnership with Lewis Morrison,

Brady formed a touring company of his own and produced a

pirated version of Faust, followed by a pirated version

of Ryder Haggard's She , which he produced in association

5
with George Webster.

?50
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William A. Brady was married twice, first in 1891

to Rose Marie Rene, an actress, and then in 1899 to Grace

George, also an actress. Brady's first marriage, which

ended with the death of Miss Rene in 1896, produced a

daughter, Alice. The second marriage, to Miss George,

produced a son, William, Jr. The son died in 1935 and

Alice, the daughter, died in 1939. William A. Brady re-

tired from active theatrical production in 1940 and died

on January 6, 1950, in New York City at the age of eighty-

. 6
six

.

Career

For purposes of this study, the theatrical career

of Vi/illiam A. Brady is divided into three distinct periods

of activity, each approximately twenty years in length

and corresponding to three distinct phases of his theatrical

enterprise. The first period, Brady's early career, covers

the period 1889-1909. This was the period in which Brady

was involved in establishing himself in the legitimate

theatre in New York and in raising capital, through various

means, to finance his productions. The second period,

1910-1929, represents the period of Brady's greatest ac-

tivity in legitimate theatre. In 1910, for instance,

Brady became associated with the powerful Shubert Company

and, as a result of that association, he was able to in-

crease the quantity of his productions and build the
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Playhouse Theatre, his major base of operation. The second

period ends with Brady's production of the Elmer Rice

drama, Street Scene , and the stock market crash of 1929.

The last period, 1930-1950, covers the decline in Brady's

production activity and ends with his death in 1950.

1889-1909

Brady spent the first twenty years of his New

York career producing both legitimate theatre and para-

theatric events. This early period is marked by a com-

bination of the two distinct types of activities and

interests

.

One night he would be coaching some burly
pugilist in the ring at Coney Island, and

the next giving words of advice and encour-

agement to some thoroughbred star. He did

it all with a level head to business and

profit. If bull fighting should suddenly

became a popular sport here, you would

certainly find Brady importing the first

herd of bulls.

7

The motives behind Brady's boxing matches and

other paratheatrical ventures were money and showmanship.

For example, Brady stated that he entered the prizefighting

field, which he said he hated, "because there was money

in it."^ This mercenary involvement with nonartistic

activities served as a means by which Brady was able to

support his legitimate Broadway productions.

It should be pointed out, however, that Brady

justified his activities outside of the legitimate theatre
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with arguments not related to his dramatist ically oriented

ambitions and enterprise. On one occasion he explained

the attraction paratheatric events held for him by saying,

. . . my natural combination of recklessness
and lack of discretion made me stick my
finger into all kinds of pies, both in sport
and out of it. After all, it was just show-
manship in one form or another. It's im-
possible to draw a hard and fast line between
the theatre and the arena. The fundamentals
of getting people to pay money to see some-
thing happen are the same in any field.

^

In the final analysis, however, Brady's primary

concern was money or an event's box office receipts. In

this respect he did not differ greatly from his contempor-

aries. During the period 1889-1909 the theatre, as noted

in Chapter I, had become Big Business. It was a period in

which the success of a production was measured, not by its

artistic merit or innovation, but by its profit margin.

Given the theatrical producers' general concern with finan-

cial success during the era, and Brady's in particular,

the bulk of the information included in the subsequent dis-

cussion of the early period in Brady's career must of

necessity concern financial matters.

The records of Brady's paratheatrical productions

are sketchy at best. The bulk of the information concern-

ing them is found in Brady's autobiography. Other infor-

mation consists of press notices of "broadsword combats

refereed by James J. Corbett," a law suit notice con-

12cerning six-day bicycle races, Brady's reenactment of
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the Boer War,""""^ and, of course, the championship boxing

matches of James J. Corbett and James Jeffries, both

managed by Brady. The various events, exclusive of the

championship fights and the Boer War show, gained Brady

profits in excess of $100 , 000 .

"''^ Brady estimated that

the two boxers, Corbett and Jeffries, brought him addi-

15
tional profits of $250,000 and $100,000, respectively.

The tone and spirit of the Brady paratheatrical

ventures can be seen in a description of how he staged

the reenactment of the Boer War on Coney Island in 1905.

That project, his most spectacular, stands as an example

of the man's grandiose planning and the extent of his

theatrical acumen.

Brady, under the auspices of his Brighton Beach

Development Company, the corporation which Brady organized

to handle his paratheatric interests, contracted with

Captain A. W. Lewis, a British war veteran, to present a

reenactment of famous battles of the Boer War for New York

audiences. Lewis previously had staged the show at the

recent St. Louis Exposition and was seeking another site

and sponsorship for his company.

Brady and Orlando Harriman, a New York businessman

developed a seventy-five-acre tract on Coney Island to

accommodate the Lewis company's Boer War extravaganza and

to provide space for a planned amusement park. The war

reenactment took place on a fourteen-acre area containing
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a 16,000-seat grandstand which fronted a 1 , 500-feet-deep

"acting" arena. The amusement park occupied the remain-

ing sixty-one acres and was dominated by a mile-long pike,

or boardwalk. Lining the pike were free sideshows, games

17of chance, and various concessions. Brady and Harriman

contracted the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Railroad for rail

18service "right into the amusement grounds." An indication

of Brady's flair for the superlative when advertising his

projects can be found on the copy he released to describe

two of the pike's outstanding features. The items in

question were billed as "the biggest roller-coaster in the

19
world" and "the biggest merry-go-round in the world."

The Boer War segment of the project was situated,

as noted above, in a large arena. The arena was backed

by panoramas representing blockhouses, cliffs, defense

lines, and the South African towns of Colenso and Paarde-

burg. The scale of Brady's investment in this event is

suggested by the fact he employed fifty-eight artists to

paint the various panoramas. Two large, zinc-lined basins

were installed in the lot and equipped with running water

to represent two rivers prominent in the battle scenes.

Artillery and cavalry drills preceded the four scenes of

20
the play, scenes which involved 1,000 men and 600 horses.

Brady even went so far as to hire General Cronje, the Boer

hero of the war, for the finale. Cronje brought the show

to an end by "riding out in a little wagon to surrender his

sword.

"



Both the Boer War and the amusement park opened

on May 27, 1905, with the former playing until Labor Day

22
of that year. The amusement park, intended to be a more

permanent attraction than the War show, continued under

Brady's direction during his tenure as president and gen-

23
eral manager of the Brighton Beach Development Company.

In the period 1889-1909, William A. Brady's legit-

imate theatrical career involved the production of thirty-

four plays, including three revivals of previously pro-

duced melodramas, twenty-four new melodramas, four come-

dies, and three musical comedies. The revivals were pro-

ductions of Boucicault's After Dark , an all-star cast

production of Uncle Tom's Cabin (1901), and a four-

performance run of Sardou's Frou Frou in 1902. Brady pro-,

duced seven of the thirty-four plays in association with

other producers. Interestingly, six of the seven were

staged in partnership with Joseph R. Grismer, the actor-

manager for whom Brady had worked on the West Coast in

1884. The seventh co-produced play. Way Down East , was

presented by Brady, Grismer, and Florenz Ziegfeld in 1898.

Brady's New York career began with a production

of Dion Boucicault's previously produced melodrama, After

Dark . Brady paid Boucicault $1100 for what he thought were

the exclusive rights to the play. Later he learned that

Boucicault had neglected to tell him that in 1868, Augus-

tin Daly had successfully sued Boucicault for plagiarizing
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portions of After Dark from Daly's Under the Gaslight .

Ignorant of the Daly-Boucicault suit, Brady proceeded to

open his own production of the play at the People's

25
Theatre, May 20, 1889. The play was a success and Brady

produced it at various times in New York for the next

seven years.

In spite of the impressive showing his production

of After Dark made in New York, it was not a complete per-

sonal success for Brady. For one thing, when the show

opened, Brady was served with a legal injunction prohibit-

ing further performances of the production. Specifically,

Augustin Daly had lodged a suit against Brady in which he

reiterated the complaint of copyright infringement he

had leveled against Boucicault, the author of After Dark
,

years earlier. The basis of the complaint was that After

Dark contained a scene in which a character is tied to

a railroad track, with a locomotive rushing toward him;

at the last moment, he is rescued in daring fashion. Daly

contended that the scene had been stolen by Boucicault

from his play, Under the Gaslight , and that by producing

the play Brady was infringing on his (Daly ' s) literary

.
, ^ 26

rights.

Brady and Daly fought the case through the New

York state courts and took it to the United States Supreme

Court twice. The legal battle lasted thirteen years.

Fortunately for Brady, during that lengthy period of
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litigation, he was allowed to continue producing After

Dark . Brady eventually lost the case and Daly was awarded

a judgement of ^61,000. Because of the length of time

the litigation was in progress, however, the statute of

limitations went into effect and Brady was required to

27
pay only $6,000 of that judgement. Considering the

profits Brady had realized from the After Dark produc-

tions he had staged during the long court battle, that

$6,000 judgement represented only a very small penalty.

In fact, in 1903 Brady estimated that during the run of

the production he had made approximately $75,000 over and

above his legal expenses. Daly's expenses, on the other

28
hand, were estimated to be $50,000.

In evaluating the factors involved in Brady's

legal struggle over the production rights to After Dark
,

it should be noted that the significance of the Brady-

Daly case to American theatre was more important than

the money involved. It was a landmark case in the long

history of American copyright law in that the case re-

affirmed an 1S68 ruling which stated tliat a situation

within a play (in this instance, the contested railroad

29
scene) was copyrightable. Further, the long-term result

of the dispute illustrated the differences existing be-

tween statutory copyrights and common law copyrights.

For example, in the years following the resolution of

the court case, Daly's statutory copyright to Under the
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Gaslight expired; Brady, however, had purchased common

law rights to After Dark and those rights were perpetual.

As a result, as late as the 1930s, Brady was collecting

royalties on road company productions of After Dark "to

30
the tune of something in five figures."

The controversial production of After Dark also

marked the beginning of Brady's partnership with James J.

Corbett. The play contained a sparring scene for which

Brady hired Corbett. Brady was impressed by Corbett 's

boxing ability and began touting him as a contender for

the world heavyweight championship, then held by John L.

Sullivan. The astute Brady became Corbett ' s manager and

arranged the championship match which ended in Sullivan's

defeat.

Immediately after the championship fight Brady

began exploiting the financial potential of Corbett 's

new title. That exploitation ranged from the sale of

franchises to produce paperweights made from plaster

casts of Corbett 's fists, to the production of specially

written plays in which the pugilist appeared as the star.

The first of the plays Brady had commissioned

for Corbett was Gentleman Jack , by Charles T. Vincent.

The play opened November 7, 1892, at the Grand Opera House

32
in New York. Brady then took Corbett on an exhibition

tour of Europe, during which he produced Gentleman Jack

33
at London's Drury Lane theatre. The London production,
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like the majority of subsequent performances of the play

throughout Europe, was a box-office failure. As Brady

put it,

We ran only five weeks with a net loss of
LI, 500. The English public was fight-
minded enough. They'd stand around and
gape at the man who had licked Charley
Mitchell as blatantly as any yokels at
an Iowa railroad depot. But they wouldn't
pay money to see him in action on the
stage. We went touring all over England
and Scotland, and the only places we did
any business were Liverpool and Glasgow,
where American seamen had broken in the
inhabitants to American ideas. Even in
Birmingham ... we drew only L300 in
eight performances."^"^

Corbett remained under Brady's management until

35
1897. During their association Corbett was starred

in three Brady productions: Gentleman Jack , A Naval Cadet

and A Man Among Men . The boxer also officiated or made

appearances at various Brady projects such as cake walks,

six-day bicycle races and broadsword combats. Brady

estimated his profits from his association with Corbett

at approximately $250,000.

Within two years after Brady had arrived in New

York he had established a reputation as a successful pro-

ducer who was honest, sincere and straightforward.

By 1891, he had imported two English melodramas. Humanity

and The Cotton King , which were lauded as "the best-

written, best-conceived, and most naturally effective

melodramas" seen in New York "in recent years." In
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1891, Brady also bought the out-of-town rights to the

dramatization of DuMaurier's Trilby from A. M. Palmer.

The Trilby negotiations serve as a prime example of

Brady's business acumen in that Brady paid Palmer, who

mistakenly thought the script was a worthless property,

$20,000 in advance and guaranteed him an additional twenty

percent of the production's gross receipts. Brady not

only promptly sent six road companies of Trilby on tour,

but since he had purchased the rights to the script, he

proceeded to charge Palmer a fee for Palmer's own English

40and Australian productions of the play. Although Brady

paid Palmer $57,000 in royalties in the course of a

seven-month period, the production was so successful that

he was able to realize a $50,000 profit on the venture.

The most valuable property acquired during the

1889-1909 period was Lottie Blair Parker's Way Down East
,

originally titled Annie Laurie . In this instance, Brady,

James Corbett, Joseph Grismer, and Florenz Ziegfeld had

equal shares in the play which they purchased for a mere

$5,000. Corbett and Brady dissolved their partnership

by mutual, informal agreement prior to the production of

Way Down East and, as a result of the property settlement,

Brady obtained Corbett ' s twenty-five percent interest in

42
the play. In his negotiations for rights to this drama-

tic property, Brady arranged to pay Mrs. Parker "up to

$10,000" in royalties "for permission to change the title
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and juggle with it [the play] until it was theatrically

^- ^ ^ ..43satisfactory.

Joseph Grismer and Mrs. Parker worked on the

script of Way Down East for almost two years prior to

its New York opening, January 19, 1898. Grismer 's con-

tribution to the script was primarily his working knowl-

edge of popular theatrical fare and public taste. He

invented and patented a mechanical snowstorm especially

for the play and added another character to the script.

The new character was suggested by the "small town hick"

character that the performer Harry Seamon had popularized

in his vaudeville act. Seamon, who played that stock

character role for the Brady production, was given an

entrance line that set the tone for the entire play:

Big doin's in town—pust-office bruk into
and robbed last night— gret loss fer th'

guv 'mint—three dollars wuth o' stamps
stole!44

The folk humor evident in the Seamon line was

combined with what came to be a stereotypical American

melodrama plot. The story concerned the trials and tribu-

lations of Anna Moore, a young woman trapped into a fake

marriage by a scoundrel, and turned out into a New England

blizzard when found to be an unwed mother. The climax

of the piece is equally stereotypical inasmuch as Anna

is rescued by a young hero who leaps across dangerous

ice floes and snatches Anna from the edge of a raging

waterfall.
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Brady's selection of Way Down East and his faith

in it was justified by what he termed a national "popular

45interest in . . . Nature." Brady elaborated on his

use of the term "Nature" by saying,

The popular mind had been turned to thoughts
of the country, of green and growing things,
of the ploughshare and the freshly turned
earth, of early rising and early retiring,
of all things that make up the state known
as "truly rural." . . . the glories and
delights of a farmer's life.^®

Such thoughts were the guiding principles when Parker and

Grismer fashioned the play in such a way as to capitalize

on the folk humor, sentiment, and public interest in "pas-

47
toral drama" or "rural drama."

The appeal of the popular ingredients in Way Down

East was evidenced by the touring performance record of

the show. Way Down East opened January 19, 1898, at the

Manhattan Theatre in New York and ran until June 18 of

48
that year. Interestingly, the play's six-month Manhattan

49run did not include a single profitable week. The

production was kept on stage, however, so that a "long

New York run" could be advertised when the play was sent

50
out on the road. Brady's strategy in this instance

apparently paid off inasmuch as the tour following the

New York engagement was a financial success and, on the

strength of it, the show was returned to New York on

51
October 16, 1898. The second New York appearance

lasted seven months, at various theatres, and the average

52box-office profit was $10,000 per week.
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\Vay Down East became, in spite of its limited

New York success, one of Brady's most profitable and most

frequently produced plays. In 1903, Brady estimated his

53share of the profits, to that date, to be Jp350,000.

The play's capacity to draw was far from exhausted at

that point and it continued to be produced in cities

54across the United States for almost twenty-one years.

By 1915, when Brady released the play for general amateur

and professional production, touring companies had fur-

nished Brady with approximately $1,000,000 in profits.

Then, in 1920, D. W. Griffith paid Brady $175,000 for the

56motion picture rights to Way Down East and later, in

1934, when a talking picture version of the play was pro-

57duced, Brady received an additional $50,000.

The widespread and enduring success of Way Down

East , known as "Brady's Bread and Butter," furnished

Brady with known profits (those gained from Brady's per-

sonal productions and the sales of motion picture rights)

of approximately $1,575,000.

By 1906, the legitimate theatre had become Brady's

main interest. That shift of interest was due, in part,

to the fact that he had given up the management of prize-
CO

fights at the insistence of his second wife, Grace George,

and he had completed his Boer War production on Coney

Island. In 1906, as Brady began to concentrate his ener-

gies on the production of plays, he recorded two significant
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achievements. He produced The Man of the Hour , which be-

came the longest running play of his early career, and

a drama entitled The Redskin , which was possibly one of

his most interesting plays.

The Man of the Hour , by George Broadhurst, was

produced by Brady and Grismer at the Savoy Theatre in

59New York, December 4, 1906. Broadhurst ' s play dealt

with the reform of corrupt political conditions, which

supposedly existed in all large American cities, and the

conflicts that are generated when young, idealistic re-

formers are pitted against powerful political bosses.

V/hile the play ran for 479 performances, the unusual

aspect of the production was not the length of its run.

Its uniqueness stemmed from the manner in which it was

introduced and scheduled. Although the production's run

is associated with the Savoy Theatre, Brady and Grismer

had presented The Man of the Hour in New York prior to

its opening at the Savoy. Brady, who had another produc-

tion ( Clothes ) on the Manhattan Theatre stage in October,

produced The Man of the Hour as a matinee show at that

theatre during the run of his regular production. Under

Brady's novel scheme, his production of Clothes played

every night and Saturday afternoons at the Manhattan,

while The Man of the Hour played there each afternoon,

Monday through Friday. Since the Saturday performance of

Clothes prevented a continuous series of performances of
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The Man of the Hour , Brady moved that production to "the

suburbs and upState" New York on Saturday afternoons and

62
evenings. That arrangement continued until the play

opened in its own theatre, the Savoy, in December.

A road company of The Man of the Hour added to

the play's unusual history. The company began its tour

in August, 1906, and enjoyed profitable business for al-

most two months. Business fell off sharply, however, as

the company travelled through the southern and mid-Western

states. Consequently, as the company approached the Paci-

fic Coast area, Brady and Grismer had to make a decision

as to whether the company should be called back to New

York in order to avoid greater financial loss. Brady

wanted the company to stay on tour, but Grismer did not.

The two men reportedly flipped a coin to settle the issue

and Brady won. The gamble paid off and the company took

63
in approximately $100,000 in the course of the season.

Brady's second noteworthy production in 1906,

The Redskin , by Donald MacLaren , opened at the Liberty

64
Theatre, March 1. The production combined the showman-

ship Brady had evidenced in his Boer War production with

that ability to gauge public taste previously noted in

his handling of Way Down East and The Man of the Hour .

The play, billed as a "Western melodrama," capitalized on

the public interest in President Theodore Roosevelt's

65
adventurous image. The play, which dealt with the
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selection of a husband for an Indian princess, presented

a romanticized and popular picture of "wild west." The

western flavor of the play was enhanced by the fact that

Brady hired ten Sioux Indians to perform a "Ghost Dance"

on stage. To add to this spectacular bit of local color,

Brady negotiated with the U.S. Department of the Interior

for the authorization needed to bring the Indians to New

66York from the Rosebud Agency in Nebraska.

The Redskin was not a success in spite of Brady's

publicity and showmanship. It ran only twenty-six per-

formances. The critical reception of the play was poor

despite Brady's avowed purpose of presenting "an American

68play by an American boy in an American theatre."

The general tone of the critics' comments on the

play was termed "flippant" by Brady. Moreover, he charged

that the critics were in the habit of going "to first

nights and [they] resort to any phrase or sentence of

69ridicule to obtain a laugh from their readers." As a

result of the reviews given The Redskin , Brady turned to

the press and took issue with the New York dramatic

critics. That battle with the press actually began when

Brady stepped before the curtain of the Liberty stage and

delivered a speech attacking the critics for their "flip-

70pancy .

" While that speech, and two subsequent speeches

delivered from the Liberty stage, are covered in more

detail in a later chapter of this study, it should be
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be noted that Brady used the issue to his advantage. Al-

though Brady appeared to be "unmistakably sincere m

the speech, stating that he was "about to do something

which even my warmest friends have pleaded with me not to

do,"'^^ the significant fact is that his play received wide-

spread publicity for more than a week as a result of his

public complaint. Brady kept the controversy, and the

public's interest in it, alive by delivering the two

73
additional speeches mentioned above, and by writing an

open letter to William Winter, drama critic for the New

York Tribune . The producer's letter, which accused Winter

of writing a derogatory review of The Redskin while under

the influence of "a splenetic spirit," was printed in the

Tribune , along with Winter's reply that Brady, in making

74
his anti-critic speech, had "made a fool of himself."

Brady's letter and Winter's caustic reply, both cited in

a later chapter, resulted in half a page of valuable pub-

75
licity for The Redskin .

In the early years of his career, Brady managed

his wife's stage career in addition to his staging of

paratheatrical events and Broadway plays. That managerial

undertaking was approached, like his other activities,

with an eye to possible profit and the Brady flair for

showmanship. Brady saw Miss Grace George as a "property"

which he hoped would show a profit. Miss George was,

with her consent and support, groomed by Brady to be a
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Broadway star in the tradition of Mrs. Fiske, Annie Rus-

77sell, and Henrietta Crosman. In the course of her

career, Miss George appeared in twenty-three Brady-produced

Broadway plays. It is interesting to note, at this point,

that eight of those productions were presented during the

first period of Brady's career.

Between 1900 and 1909, the final portion of Brady's

early theatrical period, he worked to establish Grace

George as a star of the New York stage. According to T. A.

Brown, the earliest record of a starring role for Miss

George was in the Brady production of Mile. Fifi at Miner's

Fifth Avenue Theatre, February 7, 1900.'^^ Although Mile .

79Fifi was a "complete failure" financially, Brady gave

Miss George additional starring roles in this early por-

tion of his career. They were Frou Frou (1902), Pretty

Peggy (1903), and Clothes (1906). Of the three produc-

tions only one. Pretty Peggy, was financially successful;

8
it showed a modest profit of $27,000.

According to Brady, the lack of financial success

of productions in which he starred Grace George caused

rumors to spread and his judgement to be questioned.

Brady averred that many thought he had given Miss George

roles in his plays primarily because she was his wife.

While I was reputed to be losing bushels
of money on Miss George all the wiseacres
in New York told me that I was letting my
heart rule my head. They predicted that
I would ruin myself simply because I loved
my wife.^-^
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Brady refuted the rumors by insisting that Miss George,

as an actress, was a speculative, but "safe," investment.

The whole object of her appearances, Brady said, was to

introduce Miss George to the general public and establish

her as a star. That, he said, would give Miss George more
09

artistic freedom in the future. Brady admitted that

Miss George had not been as successful as she might have

been, but he predicted that her future career would bring

him a 600 percent return on his initial investment .

^"^

On one occasion, Brady asked an interviewer to

negate the rumors that he was irresponsibly spending money

on Miss George.

I do wish that you'd tell folks that I'm
not a lovesick fool, wasting my time on
Miss George, because she happens to be my
wife. It makes me tired to hear people
saying, "Oh, Billy Brady's blowing his
money on that wife of his." It is abso-
lutely absurd. It is unjust to both of
us, and— I don't like it. 84

In the course of the interview, Brady went on to state

his primary reasons for starring his wife. He insisted,

I am starring her because I believe she
is a fine actress ... I have the greatest
faith in her— as an actress . . . Why
last Saturday night Pretty Peggy played
to more money than any other attraction
in New York. 85

As indicated earlier, by the end of Brady's

early career he was firmly established as a producer of

legitimate Broadway plays and was no longer required to

rely on paratheatrical ventures for financial support.
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It is at that point, 1909, that Brady entered what has

been labelled, for the purposes of this study, his period

of greatest activity.

1910-1929

The nineteen-year interval between 1910 and 1929

represents the period during which William A. Brady be-

came one of the leading theatrical producers in the United

States, the owner of a major New York theatre, and a pro-

ducer acclaimed for both his business skill and artistic

insight. The paratheatrical activity, so prevalent in

his early career, was almost nonexistent during the middle

period of his career. Other than a short term as director

of a major motion picture studio, Brady devoted this period

of his career almost exclusively to the legitimate theatre

and its business. It might be argued that proof of the

results of that concentrated effort are to be found in

the fact that his production record for the period is

marked by the presentation of his longest-running and most

critically acclaimed production. That play, Elmer Rice's

Street Scene , won the Pulitzer Prize in 1929 and ran 600

performances

.

The following discussion of Brady's career (1910-

1929) deals primarily with his rise to prominence as a

producer in the legitimate New York theatre. Although

Brady continued to be vitally interested in the business
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of the theatre, the financial matters emphasized in the

discussion of his early years do not assume a comparable

degree of importance in a review of the middle portion

of his career. Instead it becomes essential to shift

attention to those activities which served to establish

Brady as a leading producer of the era. While the in-

formation available on Brady's activities between 1910

and 1929 includes financial data, the major portion of

that information involves factors which Brady came to re-

gard as important as his profit margins. To illustrate,

in 1916, Brady referred to that shift in emphasis by

saying,

When a man has reached fifty he acquires
a true sense of values. At least the
true man does. He cares more for his
family, more for his standing in the com-
munity, more for words of genuine commen-
dation from the worthy. 86

The most important event in Brady's career, in

terms of personal advantage and the impact it had on

American theatre, occurred on April 19, 1910. That date

marked the beginning of a business alliance between William

A. Brady and the Shubert Theatrical Company. The merger

was aimed primarily at combating the monopolistic power

of the Theatrical Syndicate. As pointed out in Chapter I,

prior to 1910, the Theatrical Syndicate controlled a

majority of the theatres across the United States, and was

rivaled only by the Shuberts and a few independent producers
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By 1910, however, the Shubert Company had become a ser-

ious threat to the Syndicate and it required only the

full cooperation of a few more independent producers to

effectively dislodge the Syndicate. Brady's agreement

with the Shuberts provided the additional influence and

houses the Shuberts needed to begin to destroy the power

of the Syndicate.
^"^

Brady's relations with the Syndicate, prior to

his joining the Shuberts, had not been entirely amiable.

Although Brady had leased Syndicate theatres for some of

88
his productions, he was outspoken in his opinions of

Syndicate business methods and openly critical of some

of the Syndicate corporate directors. The Syndicate, in

Brady's opinion, was harmful to American theatre because

it eliminated "the old idea of wholesome competition

—

as a result we have a paucity of plays and productions."^®

Brady did not go so far as to charge that the Syndicate

90"pressed anybody out of business," but he asserted that

the control of stage production by "a few big men" caused

"suppression of the young brain, with a subsequent lack

91of originality among the dramatists."

Brady criticized Charles Frohman , one of the cor-

porate officers of the Syndicate, for his lack of origin-

ality. Specifically, Brady charged that, with the Syndi-

cate resources supporting him, Frohman (and by implication

the other Syndicate producers) neglected new dramatists.
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Brady called Frohman

the principal imitator in the theatrical
business ... In all of his career he has
shown less originality, has developed fewer
original ideas than any other man who pro-
duces plays on a large scale ... He
has notoriously neglected the young Ameri-
can dramatist, producing native plays only
when by [sic] authors of established repu-
tation. 92

Brady went on to charge that Frohman further hurt the

American theatre by using Syndicate resources "to tie up

under contracts . . . young playwrights" who had been

discovered and developed by independent producers and "whom

93
he would not have risked a cent to develop."

The animosity that existed between Brady and A. L.

Erlanger, another officer in the Syndicate, became some-

thing of a theatrical legend.

These two men usually oppose one another,
greatly increasing the working hours of
sundry lawyers and confirming the ancient
adage that there are two sides to every
question. If Mr. Erlanger thinks it will
rain today, Mr. Brady can see a long dry
spell ahead. If Mr. Brady opines that the
public taste is shifting to the serious
drama, Mr. Erlanger begins to make con-
tracts for comic operas. ^4

The two men involved each other in minor and major law

suits on such a regular basis that Leander Richardson

humorously observed:

Several court justices feel that they
cannot go on their vacations without as-
surances from counsel for both Mr. Brady
and Mr. Erlanger that they will start no
further litigation against each other
until the mills of justice have a fair gc
chance to grind out some other business.
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The merger of Brady's theatrical interests with

those of the Shuberts was primarily a business operation,

but there also appeared to be a much more amiable rela-

tionship between the Shuberts and Brady than had existed

between Brady and the Syndicate. Evidence of the compat-

ible working relationship bewteen Brady and the Shubert

organization can be found in the fact that, as late as

1939, Brady was co-producing plays with the Shubert cora-

pany. Furthermore, in 1929, the Shuberts loaned Brady

enough money to jDroduce Street Scene , a show which the

97
Shuberts had previously rejected.

The articles of incorporation which formed the

Brady-Shubert alliance created a theatrical company known

as William A. Brady, Incorporated. The officers of the

new company were Brady, president, Lee Shubert, vice-

98
president, and J. J. Shubert, secretary-treasurer.

The company's plans included the building of two theatres

in New York City and the implementation of "the open door

99
policy throughout the United States." Brady said that

the terms of the agreement gave hira

a chance to do things in the producing line
that I have always earnestly wished for.
My operations are no longer to be restricted,
and I can play companies in which I am direct-
ly or indirectly interested where I please.
Besides this, the large capitalization of

the company gives me unlimited cash to op-
erate with. 100

Brady further stated that the alliance wou;d aid him in
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challenging the Syndicate's refusal to allow independent

producers access to Syndicate theatres. V/ith the Shubert

resources available to him, Brady was convinced that legal

cases against the Syndicate could be taken "if necessary,

to the Supreme Court of the United States."

The immediate results of the Shubert-Brady merger

were twofold. First, Brady's longtime business associate,

Joseph R. Grismer, was unwilling to become involved in

the increased production activity he thought the merger

would mean and, as a result, sold all his theatrical in-

102
terests to Brady for an undisclosed figure and retired.

The second consequence of the merger was revealed

in an announcement by Marc Klaw on behalf of the Syndi-

cate. Klaw, in reply to Brady's avowed intention to

challenge the Syndicate's closed-door policy, stated that

Brady's attractions would not be allowed in any Syndicate

theatre. In addition, Klaw said that Brady's threat to

take cases against the Syndicate to the Supreme Court

was meaningless. In his words,

The courts of this country all the way up
to the last tribunal have decided that a
manager can keep anybody he pleases out
of the front of his theatre, even if the
fellow pays money. If we can keep one
fellow out of the front door what is to
prevent us from keeping a whole company
out of the stage entrance?!^-^

Although such press dispatches continued to be

released by the Syndicate offices, Brady's action in

joining the Shuberts "turned the tide" against the
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Syndicate and by May, 1910, 1,425 theatres around the

country had endorsed open-door policies similar to that

104of the Shuberts. Such defections from the Syndicate

camp were indicative of a long battle which, while sig-

nificant, was one that could not be won quickly. V/hile

Brady's alliance with the Shuberts provided him relief

from Syndicate competition and pressures, there are

other aspects of the Brady-Shubert merger that warrant

consideration.

Having established a working partnership, Brady

and the Shuberts jointly produced several plays. The

first of these joint productions was a revival of The

Mikado
,
presented May 30, 1910, at the Shuberts' Casino

105
Theatre. Then, in 1911, Brady and the Shuberts pro-

duced two additional shows, H. M. S. Pinafore and Bunty

Pulls the Strings . In 1912, the number of joint Brady-

Shubert productions increased to four with the production

of revivals of Gilbert and Sullivan comic operas. The

first joint production of 1912, Patience
,
played thirty-two

107performances at the Lyric Theatre. The other taree,

The Pirates of Penzance , H. M. S. Pinafore , and The Mikado
,

1 08
all played at the Shubert's Casino Theatre. The last

three productions represented a Brady-Shubert attempt to

establish a permanent comic opera repertory company. The

company, which included Brady's daughter, Alice, was to

produce the plays in rotation, with each play running no
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more than two consecutive performances. At the very out-

set the producers deviated from their avowed policy and

the first production, The Pirates of Penzance , ran twenty-

eight performances. The plan for a comic opera repertory

organization encountered a general lack of public interest,

however, and the project was abandoned for the season

109after The Mikado closed on June 29, 1912. Despite the

lack of success with the Gilbert and Sullivan properties,

Brady did not relinquish his interest in the project and

he and the Shuberts attempted a similar enterprise in

1913. For this second effort, the original plan was amended

to allow each play to run as long as the box office re-

ceipts were acceptable. Thus, in 1913, Brady and the Shu-

berts produced four comic operas at the Casino Theatre for

a total run of ninety-seven performances. The productions

consisted of The Beggar Student by Karl Millocker, and

Gilbert and Sullivan's The Mikado , H. M. S. Pinafore , and

Lolanthe. -'--' ^

Interesting as the aforementioned attempt at comic

opera may have been, perhaps the most permanent result of

Brady's affiliation with the Shuberts was the construction

of Brady's Playhouse Theatre. The capital investment of

the merger, provided largely by the Shuberts, was approxi-

mately ^1,000,000. Part of that money was to be used

to finance the construction of two theatres in the New York

theatre district. One of the theatres, the New Netherlands,
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was to be a large house "suitable for spectacles, big

112melodramas, pantomimes and similar shows." The other

theatre, to be called the New Booth, was to be "small

113and adapted for plays which must be seen at close range."

The actual financing and construction of the the-

atres was accomplished under the auspices of the Rew

Netherlands Theatre Company, jointly owned by Brady and

114
E. Clarence Jones, a wealthy banker. Only one of the

two planned theatres, a compromise design incorporating

a large seating capacity in a somewhat intimate arrange-

ment, was constructed, and it was named The Playhouse

115rather than the New Netherlands. The purchase of the

site, at 137 West 48th Street, and the construction of

the theatre entailed a cost of more than $400,000. Re-

portedly, Brady and Jones "swung the deal with about

116$50,000 cash." Such financial maneuvering was similar

to that which accompanied other projects Brady speaks of

117
in his autobiography.

The location Brady picked for his new Playhouse

Theatre was considered by some to be too far north of

the main theatre district. Many wondered if people would

118
travel the extra distance to see a play. Brady's

gamble on the site paid off, however, and The Playhouse

provided the owners with an average yearly income of

$100,000 for the next ten years. "'"''"^
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Once again, The Playhouse became the base of

operations for Brady's theatrical enterprise and remained

so until his retirement in 1940. The Playhouse was a

brick structure containing the theatre, dressing rooms,

a scenery shop, and office space. The theatre itself con-

sisted of an orchestra, a balcony, and a gallery arranged

in a shallow design which allowed all seating to be "very

near to the stage, so that audience and players will be

120
in close sympathy." The stage was "large and fitted

121
with every appliance known to modern stagecraft," in-

122
eluding electrically controlled curtains. The floor

above the auditorium housed a suite of offices for Brady,

the office of the general manager, the booking office,

the press room, and the financial office. The third floor

of the building contained rehearsal studios.

From its construction until Brady's retirement.

The Playhouse housed the majority of Brady's New York

productions. During the mid-portion of his career (1910-

1929) Brady produced forty-three plays in The Playhouse

and, in his final active years (1930-1940), he staged

seventeen of his twenty productions at The Playhouse.

According to Elmer Rice, Brady's choice of The Playhouse

for the majority of his productions derived from the fact

that, by doing so, he was able to receive both a producer's

124
and a theatre owner's share of any show's profits.
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The volume of plays Brady produced at The Play-

house was, in part, the result of a novel corporate

structure he devised for the operation of the theatre.

In 1910, during the construction of the theatre, Brady

and E. Clarence Jones had organized a second corporation,

The Playhouse Company, for the purpose of leasing The

Playhouse from the New Netherlands Theatre Company for a

term of ten years at an annual rate of $40,000. In addi-

tion to the annual rent, The Playhouse Company agreed

to pay the taxes levied against the theatre, interest on

mortgages, and "other fixed charges in connection with

125the property." The agreement made William A. Brady

both lessor and lessee of The Playhouse Theatre and charged

him with managing the house and "arranging its theatrical

,,126policy

.

The arrangement between Brady and Jones was

apparently satisfactory to both men during the ten

years of operation stipulated in the charter agreement.

In July, 1920, however, Jones attempted to oust Brady

127from his position. Jones' action was made possible

by the fact that The Playhouse Company's ten-year lease

on The Playhouse Theatre was to be renewed in December

of that year (1920). At that time, an individual named

A. 0. Brown offered to lease The Playhouse from the New

Netherlands corporation for a term of five years at

$60,000 per year. Allegedly Brown worked for Jones and
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was acting as Jones' agent in what was an obvious attempt,

by Jones, to gain sole control of both the New Netherlands

and The Playhouse companies. To counter Jones' threat,

Brady offered the New Netherlands corporation $62,000

per year for a five-year lease on The Playhouse property.

The Brady offer was accepted by the New Netherlands Board

of Directors and, momentarily, his base of operations

1 28
and authority appeared secure.

When Brady's offer was accepted, Jones instituted

legal proceedings to dissolve both the New Netherlands

129
and The Playhouse Corporations. Jones argued that he

was dissatisfied with Brady's control of The Playhouse

and he charged that Brady did "nothing but produce his

130
own plays there." Further, Jones averred that attempts

to sell his half-interest (500 shares) in the New Nether-

lands Theatre Company had been unsuccessful because of

131
Brady's "poor management of the Playhouse theatre."

Brady's attorney, in seeking an injunction restraining

Jones from dissolving the corporations, stated.

It is apparent that the act of Jones in
opposing the signing of the lease by the
corporation and in bringing the dissolu-
tion proceeding against the corporation
[is] inspired solely and only by pique,
obstinacy and general dissatisfaction;
and that his application to this court is
not made in good faith. 132

The court granted the injunction after learning that, as

as result of Brady's management of The Playhouse, and
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contrary to Jones' assertions, the New Netherlands Corpor-

ation "had assets, over and above its liabilities,

amounting to $500,000."'^'^'^

Jones' unsuccessful challenge represents the only

recorded threat to Brady's control of The Playhouse.

Brady was, as a result of the law suit, in complete control

of that theatre until his retirement from active produc-

tion in 1940.

During the height of William A. Brady's production

activity at The Playhouse, and prior to the Jones' chal-

lenge to Brady's ownership of that theatre, Brady extended

his interests to the motion picture industry. This move

was a logical one for Brady inasmuch as he had been mod-

erately involved in the motion picture industry since its

beginnings, having sold his stage plays to late nineteenth

134
century filmmakers for use as story plots for movies.

It was not until 1915, however, that he became involved

in the industry seriously. Brady said that his hesitance

to enter the picture industry was caused by a perceived

lack of financial promise in the area. He demonstrated

his typical business acumen by waiting until the industry

began to show mass appeal and financial promise and then

going "head over ears into pictures as soon as they began

135to look like big-time stuff."

Brady's involvement in motion pictures represented

a reversal in philosophy for the man who was once labelled
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"the man who hated motion pictures the deadliest."

That label was not undeserved inasmuch as, as late as

1912, Brady had thought films were the greatest rival

legitimate theatre faced, and he had denounced the entire

motion picture industry as being cheap plagiarists of the

stage. Reportedly, Brady had once even warned Broad-

way actors working for him that "association with any

studio meant immediate dismissal" and he had threatened

to sue "the moving picture magnates for using his own

ideas." Furthermore, throughout his work in films,

Brady insisted that the movies harmed stage actors. It

was his contention that acting in silent films caused

actors to lose the vocal control needed for the legitimate

"I
QQ

theatre. Brady's attitude toward motion pictures was

not severe enough, however, to prevent his involvement

in the production aspects of that industry once he saw

that a profit could be made,

Brady was appointed President of the National

Association of the Motion Picture Industry in 1915, a

140
title he held until 1922, and was hired the following

year (1916) by World Films Corporation. V.'orld Films

appointed Brady its director general at an annual salary

of $100,000. The appointment required that Brady re-

duce his legitimate theatre activities to the extent that

142
he produced only three plays on Broadway in 1916 and

• in.ry 143
one in 1917.
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When Brady joined World Films he applied his

theatrical showmanship and knowledge to the production

and distribution of motion pictures, just as he had done

on his other paratheatrical projects such as the Boer

War show and the promotion of Gentleman Jim Corbett.

In his agreement with World Films, Brady was given total

authority over all pictures released by the company,

an arrangement similar to that he had made with E. Clarence

Jones in regard to the operation of The Playhouse theatre.

While Brady worked for the World Films Corporation, each

film released was to carry the label, "World Films,

144Brady-Made," and a film could be released only at a

145
date approved by Brady. In approving a film for re-

lease, Brady utilized the same managerial or artistic

procedures he employed when producing legitimate dramas

for the New York stage. He purposely delayed the release

of each film until he had personally edited flaws from it.

That practice, Brady said, was the result of advice he

had received from one of the leading playwrights of the

theatre.

The late Dion Boucicault . . . once told
me that as soon as he finished a manuscript
he locked it in a drawer and busied himself
with something else for a full month, so
that when he took up his play again he was
able to perceive defects which he almost
surely would have overlooked while in the
spirit of his work. The Boucicault system
applies perfectly to the preparation of
motion pictures. 146
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Brady adhered to that advice and passed it, along

v/ith other theatrical knowledge, on to World Film exhibi-

tors. The expertise he provided the young film industry

covered a wide range of practical areas. For example,

letters sent from Brady's office advised exhibitors on

methods of determining the length of time any one film

could profitably play in a given area, the most effective

means of advertising films, and methods of audience analy-

147
SIS. For example Brady emphasized the importance of

advance publicity to the promotion of every picture. Fur-

ther, Brady specifically compared the exhibition of motion

pictures to the promotion of stage plays by writing an

exhibitor the following:

Your theatre is in a city that was known
in the days of travelling shows as a three-
night stand. You need not have waited for
me to point out that a city which formerly
supported expensive theatrical combinations
for half a week at a time cannot take ample
care of a comparatively trifling cost pic-
ture for the same period. You have been
simply making a one-night stand out of a
perfectly good three-day city . . . You have
accomplished this net result by following
customs set by others, instead of thinking
for yourself. ... It is an infallible
proposition of all show business that
the attraction draws the money, and not
the theatre, but because of what is in the
theatre, and . . . the exhibitor . . . must
get out and hustle for greater patronage . 148

On one occasion, Brady stated that his conduct of World

Films was based on "showmanship," which he defined as

"first securing good shows and then exploiting them for

the last ounce that is in them."
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The success of Brady's career in motion pictures

is made apparent by the fact that, during his first year

with World Films (1917), he had released thirty-seven

150major pictures. His prominence in the industry was

further indicated by the fact that, in that same year

(1917), he was commissioned to mobilize the movie indus-

try in World War I

.

Brady was appointed by President Woodrow Wilson

"to organize the motion picture industry in such a manner

as to establish direct and authoritative co-operation with

151the Committee on Public Information.'' Although Brady

was a logical choice for the position by virtue of his

work with World Films, it should be pointed out that he

had been a personal friend and "consistent and influential.

152supporter" of Wilson for many years. Brady had also

established his identity to the Wilson regime by demon-

strating the persuasive and emotional power of motion

pictures at the time of the President's second inaugura-

tion. During that inauguration, Brady had filmed the

entire ceremony and distributed the film throughout the

153United States via the facilities of World Films.

In giving Brady his war assignment, it was Wilson's

intention to have Brady supervise the "dissemination of

public intelligence" and present "America's plans and

154
purposes" through the use of the motion picture medium.

In at least one instance that duty required that Brady
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supervise a vast shipment of film to Europe to be used

in counter propaganda efforts against the Germans.

One day Washington called for 2,500,000
million [sic] feet of film immediately
for emergency use across the water. Pre-
sumably, this great quantity had to be
shipped in a week. Actually, it was all
shipped in twenty-four hours. 1^5

The opportunities to utilize his showmanship and

theatrical expertise in such a growing and powerful medium

caused Brady to discard the low opinion he originally had

of motion pictures. By the end of his involvement in

the industry, Brady lauded motion pictures as the "savior

of the world" because of their influence on public opinion

during the first World War. Further, because of the elim-

ination of language barriers in silent films, Brady called

them "the first answer to the Tower of Babel; the Univer-

sal Language."

Regardless of Brady's high opinion of motion pic-

tures, he was cautious in his approach to the financial

aspects of the industry. By 1919, Brady was of the opinion

that investors in the film industry were headed for dis-

aster. He contended that the industry had overextended

157Itself by producing too many films. At about the same

time Brady began referring to himself as "primarily a

theatrical producer" " and, by August, 1919, he had re-

turned to the Broadway theatre in order to personally

supervise his production of Owen Davis' melodrama,
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At 9:45 , which had opened June 28th of that year at The

159
Playhouse.

Brady did not enjoy great success as a theatrical

producer upon his return to Broadway. From 1919 until

he produced Street Scene in 1929, V/illiam A. Brady pre-

sented twenty-eight productions in New York City.

In spite of the number of productions he staged, only ten

of those plays could be considered successful with engage-

ments of more than 100 performances, the arbitrary standard

161
of success used by the trade papers in the twenties.

Fifteen of the twenty-eight plays ran less than fifty per-

162
formances. The most successful Brady production of the

1919-1929 period, prior to Street Scene , was Up She Goes

which played 265 performances in 1922. Up She Goes
,

by Frank Craven, was one of the few musical comedies pro-

duced by Brady. The musical, a story of a young couple's

attempts to build their own house, owed much of its suc-

cess to the fact that it was produced during a theatrical

164
season dominated by musical comedies and musical revues.

Brady's producing organization suffered a loss of

effectiveness during the late 1920s and his reputation

as a producer declined considerably. His absence from

the Broadway scene during his involvement in motion pic-

tures caused the theatre industry to focus attention on

other members of the Brady household, namely Brady's wife,

Grace George, and his two children, William Jr. and Alice,
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all of whom had made considerable progress in their own

theatrical careers. As Brady put it, the theatre indus-

165
try "had me dead and buried" once the Brady producing

staff had been reduced and the major income source had

become The Playhouse.

A major contributing factor to Brady's decline as

a producer was his alcoholism. Although no specific rea-

son for the condition is ever cited, the effects of it

were apparently well-known within the theatre industry

167
as early as 1924. Jo Mielziner, the scene designer

for Brady's 1924 production of That Awful Mrs. Eaton and

for Street Scene in 1929, described Brady as often raging

and ranting during rehearsals after "indulging in liquid

refreshments." Helen Hayes, who had worked for Brady

in 1926 and 1927 in What Every V/oman Knows , also remembered

being amazed at the amount of work Brady was able to ac-

169
complish in spite of his drinking problems. Further,

Elmer Rice, in his discussion of production problems

connected to Street Scene , stated that, although Brady

abstained from alcohol during the rehearsal period of

the play, he reverted to it shortly after the play opened.

According to Rice, Brady was then "in and out of a private

sanitarium" so often that business meetings had to be

170scheduled at the sanitarium.

Brady's alcoholism was not the only factor which

contributed to his decline. Various controversies occurred
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between 1919 and 1929 which, without doubt, drained him

of some of the energy he normally would have concentrated

on new productions. Those controversies involved the

labor disputes he and other Broadway producers had with

Actors' Equity and the Dramatists' Guild. Then, in addi-

tion, religious leaders publicly charged active New York

producers with having offered the public productions that

were immoral. These pressures culminated in the Actors

Equity strikes of 1919 and 1924, and attacks lead by the

Reverend J. A. Straton, which resulted in the theatre

censorship drive of 1925 and the arrests of various theatri-

cal personalities. These events are more relevant to

Brady's philosophy of theatre than they are to a summary

of his career. Therefore, they are simply noted at this

point; a full discussion is provided in a later chapter

of this study.

Despite his alcoholism and the reversals in his

professional career, Brady had lost little of his exper-

tise as a producer and the theatre industry could not

ignore his presence or activities. Proof that Brady had

retained his special talents, and that the industry still

had confidence in him, can be found in events leading up

to his production of Street Scene . At that time Brady

was successful in getting Lee Shubert to loan him enough

money for the project, despite the fact Shubert had al-

171
ready turned Rice's play down as a bad risk. Brady gave
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an advance of $1,000 and immediately began making arrange-

ments to produce the play at The Playhouse. Brady was

also able to interest, and hire, the successful young Jo

Mielziner as scene designer. In a further display of

shrewd theatrical judgement, he arranged to have the

play's author serve as director. The entire production,

which ran for 600 performances, was produced on a budget

1 79
of $6,000. That $6,000 production budget was particu-

larly low when compared to the average $15,000 cost of a

173
1929 nonmusical Broadway play. The play was the biggest

success of Brady's career, both financially and critically.

By the end of its second year of production, the profits

from Street Scene totalled almost $500,000 and motion pic-

174
ture rights to the script were sold for another $165,000.

Such profits are of particular significance when compared

to the profit of $1,575,000 which was made on Way Down

East over a thirty-seven year period, or the After Dark

profits of $75,000. Critical acclaim for the play reached

175
its peak when it was awarded the 1929 Pulitzer Prize.

Ten months after the show opened on Broadway, Brady organ-

ized a Chicago company. The combined box-office receipts

for the New York and Chicago companies reached a total of

176
$10,000 for one night's performance, January 1, 1930.

The financial and critical success of Street Scene

did much to restore Brady's reputation in the theatre in-

dustry and provided him with the capital he needed to
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continue producing on Broadway. Only three months after

Street Scene opened, Brady's reputation had improved to

the point that he was asked to re-enter the motion picture

industry. The invitation came from Lee Shubert and S. H.

Harris, two major Broadway producers who wanted Brady to

join them in a new company, American Sound Films, Incor-

177
porated. That project did not become a reality, however.

inasmuch as the stock market crash of 1929 necessitated

that it be abandoned.

The failure of the stock market cost Brady an

estimated $350,000 but the continued success of Street

Scene provided him with enough income to sustain his pro-

duction activities. In December, 1929, following the

stock market crash, Brady produced The First Mrs. Fraser ,

179
a domestic comedy by St. John Ervine. The play, dealing

with modern divorce and the younger generation's attitudes

toward their elders, was staged by Grace George, who also

appeared in its starring role. The 207-performance en-

1 SO
gagement of The First Mrs. Frazer proved to be one of

the last of Brady's successful productions.

With the failure of the stock market, his great

success with Street Scene , and his reputation somewhat

restored, William A. Brady brought the second and most

active period of his career to a close.
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1930-1950

The twenty-year period, 1930-1950, can best be

described as the period of Brady's decline as a theatrical

producer. During those twenty years Brady produced only

twenty plays in New York City, an average of one produc-

tion per year. The extent of the decline in his career

becomes apparent when one remembers that, at the height

of his career (1910-1929), he produced an average of six

plays per year. A further mark of his decline can be

found in the fact that only four of the plays he produced

between 1930 and 1950 ran for more than 100 performances,

and fifteen of them played for less than fifty perform-

ances. Brady's most successful production of the

period was a revival of Sutton Vane's allegory of death.

Outward Bound (1938), starring Laurette Taylor. Outward

Bound, directed for Brady by Otto Preminger, had a 215-

performance engagement and marked the triumphant return

of Miss Taylor to the New York stage. The last pro-

duction of Brady's career was a revival of Kind Lady in

1940. That play, a dramatization of Hugh Walpole's story,

"The Silver Cord," was termed the "best melodrama of the

modern theatre." Kind Lady was first produced in 1935

and starred Grace George. Brady, who did not produce the

play in 1935, bought the production and revived in on

Broadway, September 3, 1940, again with Grace George as
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the play's star. Brady's production ran 108 performances,

1 84five more performances than the 1935 presentation.

Following Kind Lady , Brady retired from active production.

Between 1930 and 1940 Brady was involved in very

few projects that were not directly connected to produc-

tion aspects of his own plays. He did not evidence a

concern in outside events as he had during his middle

period when he became involved in the arbitration of labor

disputes or with motion picture promotion. The only

Brady project of the 1930-1940 period not directly re-

lated to a particular production came in 1930 when he

was involved in a controversy concerning the legality and

morality of Sunday theatrical performances. That issue,

like those mentioned earlier in this study, concerns

Brady's philosophy of theatre and will be discussed in the

next chapter.

Records do not indicate Brady's active participa-

tion in other theatrical issues until late 1940 and early

1941. At that time, after his retirement, Brady became

peripherally involved in a dispute in which the Dramatists'

Guild was threatening to call a strike of its members

against New York theatrical producers and the League of

New York Theatres, a theatre-owners' organization. Corre-

spondence between Brady and John Golden, a producer, in-

dicates that Brady's involvement was limited to that of

advisor to the producers and theatre owners. Brady, a
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former producer and a member of the League of New York

Theatres, tried unsuccessfully to effect the creation of

an official producers' organization which could negotiate

with the Dramatists' Guild and other unions in a manner

advantageous to both the producers and the theatre owners.

The failure of Brady's attempts in the dispute could con-

ceivably be attributed to both his advanced age and lack

of influence among younger producers and dramatists. Brady

was, at that time, seventy-eight years old and he had pro-

duced only two successful plays during the previous three

185years

.

The ten years between Brady's retirement in 1940

and his death in 1950 were relatively uneventful. During

those ten years, Brady lived in New York City and remained

actively interested in American theatre, reading "every

1 QO
line written in the New York papers about the stage."

During his retirement Brady received numerous visits at

his Park Avenue apartment from former business associates

and friends, and enjoyed frequent telephone conversations

"with Al Woods and Owen Davis, contemporaries from the

187Nineties." Brady was also greatly interested in his

wife's continuing professional career even though he was

physically unable to manage it himself. Only six months

before his death Brady spoke of that interest, saying,
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I won't be around much longer. But I'm
determined to stay around until Grace
George gets into another play and has a
fine part. Give her that part and I'll
die happy. 188

It would appear that wish was granted. William A.

Brady died January 6, 1950, during his wife's engagement

in The Velvet Glove , a play for which she v/on the only

189acting award of her career. Brady's death, which

occurred on a Friday, was not announced until after Miss

George had completed the Saturday performance of The Velvet

Glove . The delay was according to Brady's wish that the

show not be interrupted for any reason. The New York

newspapers used that final wish as proof that Brady was,

190
to the last, "a showman of the first order."
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CHAPTER III

BRADY'S PROMOTIONAL TECHNIQUES

Given the scope and success of V/illiam A. Brady's

theatrical career, as outlined in the preceding chapters,

it is essential to consider the most unique aspect of

Brady's production activity. When Brady's production

efforts are examined, the factor that surfaces as a bench-

mark of his work is his innovative use of promotional

activities. Brady's skillful use of publicity, and pub-

licity-oriented production techniques, may well account

for much of the commercial success he achieved as a pro-

ducer. The examples and illustrations which follow were

selected to provide an index to the importance Brady

assigned to promotional devices throughout his career,

to indicate the variety and novelty of his publicity

techniques, and hence, to offer a more complete description

of Brady's acumen as a theatrical producer.

While there is little question that the basic

motivation for Brady's continual and often extravagant

promotional enterprise was financial gain, his methods

of using and generating promotional publicity show him

to be cognizant of contemporary theories of the drama and

89
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keenly aware of the popular tastes of the time. The

examples which follow also represent a practical applica-

tion of the qualities of showmanship for which he was

famous. Brady readily accepted the label showman and,

as such, stated that success in show business depended

on one's combining a "sense of the news" of the day with

a quality product.

That is the principle behind a good many

of the more picturesque things that go on
in the world of the box-office, ranging

from Hollywood's gangster films down to

the racket of booking lady-murderesses as

vaudeville performers. It is always at

least even money that pure, old-fashioned
curiority is going to make lots of people
pay to see events or people who've been in

the headlines. And, if you can also give

them a good show for their money, it ' s a

fine idea. 1

The incidents and views cited below indicate Brady's unique

way of attempting to achieve quality while capitalizing

on the public's interest in factors that were novel, con-

temporary and exciting.

Many of the promotional methods Brady utilized in

connection with his productions, methods that frequently

represented his own innovation or invention, became

standard practice throughout the theatre industry. To

illustrate, the saturation promotional campaign, a preva-

lent practice in modern theatrical and commercial adver-

tising, was successfully employed by Brady as early as

1911. In that year, while attempting to boost the potential
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touring profits of George Broadhurst ' s melodrama, Bought

And Paid For
, Brady began a national publicity campaign.

Brady determined that the traditional method of letting

news of a play's New York success "trickle out through the

country" was inadequate as a promotional tool. To remedy

that slow and unreliable process, and consequently increase

public interest in the play, Brady instituted a nation-wide

publicity campaign which was designed to saturate the

country with news of the New York success of Bought And

Paid For . He instructed his press representatives to "see

to it that something about the play goes out to all this

3territory at least once in every two weeks." Brady's

plan, on which he was prepared to spend "at least $10,000"

in a six-month period, represented a significant departure

from the average $4,000 budgets of other Broadway shows.
"^

As a result of that advance publicity, the national tour

of Bought And Paid For realized profits "in excess of

$600,000."^

Another publicity ploy Brady used consisted of

nightly reports to newspapers concerning the box-office

receipts of Brady productions across the country. Accord-

ing to Channing Pollock, Brady's press representative,

Brady always insLructed his touring company managers to

add $300 to the actual box-office receipts when they

telegraphed him their nightly box-office reports. Thus,

when Brady showed his managers' telegrams to New York
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newspaper reporters, a $1,000 house became a $1,300

house. This practice was in accordance with Brady's

belief that "a manager never tells the truth about his

7
receipts unless he be either foolish or subtly dishonest."

The plan apparently was successful until, as Pollock re-

ported, on one occasion a manager wired, "Theatre burned

yesterday. No performance. Receipts $300."

Box-office receipts were not the only items Brady

utilized in his publicity tactics. In his attempts to

get free publicity in newspapers, Brady and his press

representatives invented patently false news items. On

one such occasion Brady told reporters that a young woman

playwright in his employ could write an entire play in

twenty- four hours. The playwright in question was Margaret

Mayo, later author of Twin Beds and Baby Mine . To carry

out his scheme, Brady provided Mayo with a script pre-

viously written by Channing Pollock. Then, with curious

reporters and photographers present, she pretended to be

9
typing the original draft at top speed.

On one occasion Brady used fake news stoiles for

a purpose other than that of simply advertising a particu-

lar play. During the preparation of his production of

Pretty Peggy (1903), Brady invented a story which served

to avert possible public censure of the production. In

this instance, an English actor, Robert Loraine, had been

contracted by Brady to play the male lead in the play
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opposite Brady's wife, Grace George. Prior to leaving

England, Loraine had eloped with another man's wife,

creating a scandalous situation which, according to

Channing Pollock, Brady thought might damage the Pretty

Peggy production. To counteract any negative publicity

which might eventually harm the production, Brady began

a publicity campaign aimed at creating a special image

for the English actor— an image designed to arouse curios-

ity, and possibly titillate prospective spectators. Prior

to Loraine' s arrival in the United States, the Brady office

released several articles to the New York newspapers which

described Loraine as "a latter day Don Juan or D'Artagnan,

fearless and adventurous." By the time Loraine arrived

in New York, public opinion had been so influenced by the

Brady-inspired articles that "hundreds of women met

Loraine at the dock; the English actor had become a

A T ,,12matinee idol.

"

Regardless of the success of the fake news stories

relating to Robert Loraine, the bulk of Brady's promotional

material was of a less spectacular nature. The publicity

released for Brady's 1926-27 production of J. M. Barrie's

What Every Woman Knows is an excellent example of the

successful, yet reserved, publicity campaign Brady often

conducted.

The What Every Woman Knows production, starring

Helen Hayes, had played seventy-five performances at the
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Bijou Theatre in New York and was then moved to Chicago

where it opened at the Four Cohans Theatre, March 20,

13
1927. Since the play was new to Chicago audiences,

Brady employed his saturation campaign techniques to

publicize both the play and the star. The campaign con-

sisted primarily of releases designed to acquaint the

public with the personality and activities of Miss Hayes.

To illustrate, the Chicago Sunday Tribune of March 20,

1927, featured photographs of Helen Hayes and her co-star,

Kenneth Mackenna, along with the following copy:

They're pictured in their respective parts
of Maggie and John Shand in the revival of
What Every Woman Knows effected last year
for Miss Hayes by William A. Brady—a re-
vival so successful, from all accounts,
that it has placed Miss Hayes definitely
among the stars after seasons of ill luck
in unappealing plays or unsuitable charac-
ters. She has been in Chicago in the last
six years in Bab, To the Ladies

!

, We Moderns
,

and Young Blood , and has incidentally had
assignments elsewhere in five or six other
plays. Mr. Mackenna is a young actor for
whose talents Mr. Brady has expressed warm
admiration: he was with Miss Hayes in We
Moderns . 14

The informative releases that characterized Brady's efforts

in this instance ranged from professionally oriented items,

such as the one above, to matters that essentially were

social. For example, Miss Hayes and What Every Woman

Knows were brought to the readers' attention by an article

which noted,
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One of the outstanding society events of
the spring season is the tea to be given
tomorrow by the board of the Illinois
Children's Home and Aid Society. . . .

and Helen Hayes of What Every Woman Knows
company will pour tea. 15

Such publicity, while not of the flamboyant or spectacular

nature previously associated with Brady, typified his

promotional campaign for What Every Woman Knows .

During the week following the March 20 opening of

What Every Woman Knows , Chicago newspapers contained four

feature articles about Miss Hayes. Those articles con-

sisted of the above notice of Helen Hayes' appearance at

16the social tea, an article by Miss Hayes in which she

17endorsed the major theme of Barrie's play, an interview

1 8
with Miss Hayes, and Miss Hayes' answers to a question-

19naire designed to reveal one's personality. Additional

publicity was provided by the Brady office in the form of

paid newspaper advertisements which expressed gratitude

to the drama critics who had written favorable reviews of

the play.

It should be noted here that, with the exception

of the paid advertisements mentioned above and the story

concerning the social tea, the stories about Miss Hayes'

activities and personality were fabrications released by

Brady's New York office. One of the false items involving

Miss Hayes, which the Brady office released, consisted of

the following statement, purportedly written by her:
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The theory of Sir James Barrie is that
women have considerable to do with the
success of their husbands. I heartily
agree with him. Most women have a great
deal to do with either the rise or fall
of their husband's commercial careers.
Why shouldn't they? Rather, how can they
help it? Woman is more practical than
man. Where he is forever blowing money,
she is saving it. She has to. It is her
maternal instinct, guarding against the
inevitable rainy day. 21

Miss Hayes was made the subject of an equally false item

which, supposedly, was an account of an interview she had

granted. It read,

"Sir James [Barrie] knows women," says
Miss Hayes, "and, knowing women, knows
men. He knows that men like to pose in
public and be interviewed as to how they
reached their present high station. . .

And he also knows that the women who are
kept to the background unless they shine go
socially have considerable to do with it."

Proof of the falsehood of the above releases was provided

by Miss Hayes, who disclaimed authorship of the article

attributed to her and denied that she had ever been inter-

viewed. When shown copies of the two articles. Miss Hayes

23
firmly denied any knowledge of them.

The actress was not surprised that the above items

had been released, however, since, according to her, Brady

was doing nothing unusual in releasing false stories con-

cerning actors. According to Miss Hayes, Brady and his

contemporary producers regarded actors as i^roperty which

could, and should, be managed in any way beneficial to

the production. In Miss Hayes' words,
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They were like that. He [Brady] wasn't
alone in that. It was a kind of spin-off
from southern slavery, cotton-picking
slavery. It really was a spin-off from
slavery because they owned you. They did
invest a lot. Brady took a chance on me
in this play [What Every Woman Knows ] and
he was gambling very, very wildly when he
put this thing on with an actress who was
too young, who didn't seem the right person
for it and who couldn't bring any great
prestige as a star to it. 24

Miss Hayes did comment on the possibility, and likelihood,

that she attended the social tea mentioned above. She

said that such functions were considered the duty of

actors.

They, the producers, expected you to re-
main faithful and do anything outside the
play they asked you to do. There was never
that business of 'I refuse to be inter-
viewed. ' None of that, ever. 25

Brady's concern for his actors and actresses was

not limited to the matter of their public image, as in

the instances involving Robert Loraine and Helen Hayes.

Brady was also concerned with any public statements made

by actors and actresses in his employ. That concern was

noted by Miss Hayes in her recollections of the years she

was employed by Brady. She maintained that, in her opinion,

the Brady office preferred to release their own versions

of her views, rather than leave her free to express her-

26
self. Madge Kennedy, a star actress managed by Brady

during the 1912-13 season, also contended that Brady con-

trolled her public statements. In fact. Miss Kennedy

reports that, on one occasion, she was told by a Brady
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representative that she should not say anything to re-

porters concerning her connection with anyone in the

Brady organization. She was told such statements could

provide unscrupulous reporters with a basis for some

27scandalous or risque news article. It was the opinion

of both Miss Kennedy and Miss Hayes that, by exercising

this censorship and control, Brady and his agents were

protecting both the actresses and the producer's invest-

28
ment from damaging publicity.

Throughout his career, Brady's export and profit-

able use of publicity remained an integral part of his

talent as a producer. As late as 1929, in conjunction

with his production of Elmer Rice's Street Scen e, Brady

continued to employ, or at least attempted to employ,

imaginative tactics in the promotion of the show. For

example. Rice reported that Brady tried unsuccessfully

to get him to change the title of Street Scene to Atoms .

Brady's reasoning was that, since the newspaper listings

of Broadway attractions were arranged alphabetically.

Atoms would be nearer the top of the listing than the

title Street Scene . Consequently, Brady said, the new

title would attract the attention of more people. The

following is Rice's description of another of the success-

ful publicity stunts Brady used to promote Street Scene .

Prominent in the first-night audience was
Al Smith, who had just lost the Presiden-
tial election, his personal popularity out-
weighed by anti-Catholic prejudice. In
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inviting him, Brady had shrewdly sensed the
publicity value of his presence at the open-
ing of a play about the sidewalks of New
York. Every paper mentioned it. 30

Among the various publicity tactics Brady employed

during his career, perhaps none were as effective or inter-

esting as those which resulted from Brady's participation

in the widely publicized Actors Equity Association labor

strikes of 1919 and 1924, and the censorship controversy

of 1925. Factors related to the equity strikes and the

censorship campaign provide excellent evidence of Brady's

knowledge of the news value inherent in public issues,

and his unique ability to manage and use publicity.

The publicity surrounding the Actors Equity Asso-

ciation strike of 1919 involved, for the most part, a

dispute between Equity and the Producing Managers' Associ-

ation over the unionization of Broadway actors. The major

issues of the dispute concerned Equity's attempts to be

accepted as the bargaining agent for actors and, within

the context, the acceptance by the Producing Managers'

31
Association of an Equity-written contract form. It

was the position of the Producing Managers' Association

that an open-shop policy should prevail in all Broadway

theatres; Equity insisted on a closed-shop, with the

32
Equity organization the only recognized actors' union.

On August 7, 1919, leading Broadway actors walked out of

their shows and, as a result, twelve New York productions

33
were forced to close.
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The strike, which lasted until September 5, 1919,

brought forth a series of interesting and revealing public

statements from William A. Brady. For almost two years

prior to the 1919-20 theatrical season, Brady had been

heavily involved in the motion picture industry and, at

the time of the August walk-out by Equity members, Brady

had only recently become re-involved in the New York

34
theatre. Upon his re-involvement with the Broadway

scene, Brady opened a production of Owen Davis' melodrama,

35
At 9:45 , on June 28, 1919. When the strike was called

on August 7, Brady's At 9:45 became one of the twelve

productions that were forced to close as a result of the

walk-out of striking Equity members. Brady rejected the

demands of the Equity organization and vowed to re-open

At 9:45 . He immediately assembled a replacement cast for

36the show, with himself in the role of Doane, the butler.

Brady's decision to perform the part of Doane,

a major character in the play evidently was the result

of two considerations. First, Brady had trouble finding

any actors who could and would fill the roles left vacant

by the striking actors. His solution to the problem was

to cast himself and to fill the other major role with

37Charles Hopkins, manager of the Punch and Judy Theatre.

Brady's second consideration was the publicity which would

result from his appearance in one of his own productions.

In commenting on his decision to appear on stage in order
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to re-open the production, Brady stated that he had

"waited, wi th pardonable pride, for twenty years to re-

dernonstrate to New York that I could act." That conment

,

according to the New York Times , was meant to be an in-

OQ
suit to the talents of some Equity members.

The idea of a producer acting in one of his own

productions was not new to Broadway. In fact George M.

Cohan had done the same thing at the beginning of the

Equity strike. In Brady's case, however, the situation

was more unique. It was a publicly accepted fact that

Cohan was an accomplished actor, but New Yorkers did not

view Brady as an actor inasmuch as his primary association

with theatre had involved business activities. One news

article attempted to remind its readers that thirty years

39earlier Brady had done some acting, but, generally,

spectators did not anticipate he would give a skillful

or satisfactory jjerformance . They were taken by surprise

when they discovered Brady had acting talent. In review-

ing Brady's opening performance, Alexander Woolcott de-

scribed the general public reaction to Brady.

The younger generation in the audience may
have come to scoff, but they remained to
applaud, for in all his managerial years,
Mr. Brady has not forgotten how to act and
ho pitched into last night's performance
with all the zest he doubtless displayed
back in 1882. "^0

In addition to Brady's primary purpose of keeping

his production running, he used the novelty of his acting
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appearance as a public platform from which he cou.ld ex-

press his views of the Equity strike. On August 19,

four days after At 9:45 re-opened with Brady in the cast,

Brady stepped before the curtain after the second act

and spoke to the audience. In that speech he announced

his intention to retire from the theatre if Equity won

41
its demands. Despite the promotional value that declara-

tion may have had, it should be pointed out that Brady

could not claim it as a first or exclusive act. Earlier

that day David Belasco and George M. Cohan had publicly

42
taken a similar position. Brady played the role of

Doane the butler throughout the duration of the Equity

strike and, as one magzine put it, became "the on]y man-

ager who successfully defied the American Federation of

43Labor." In spite of his threat, Brady did not retire

when Equity eventually won its battle with the Producing

Managers' Association and producers were forced to accept

the concept of an Equity contract.

The publicity Brady received during the second

Equity strike, in 1924, did not come from high profile

acts such as his performance in At 9:45 . In the second

controversy he gained public attention as a result of his

public statements concerning personalities involved in the

dispute. By the time of the 1924 dispute, the Producing

Managers' Association (PMA) had lost much of its earlier

effectiveness as a bargaining agency for the producers.
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Dissention among members as to the best and most expedient

methods of dealing with Equity caused the Shuberts, Brady,

and other producers (identified in the press only as "the

44
Shubert bloc") to leave the organization and seek a

separate agreement with Equity. The Shubert and Brady

group formed their own bargaining organization, the Man-

45agers' Protective Association (MPA), and began a publicity

campaign to recruit members to the MPA from the ranks of

the PMA. With the aid of statements issued by Brady,

the MPA began a series of charges and counter-charges

aimed at gaining support from a large number of producers

who were still members of the PMA. Brady charged, for

example, that the PMA and Equity had been unable to reach

an agreement because the PMA was being managed by E. F.

Albee, President of the Keith Vaudeville Circuit. Spe-

cifically, Brady charged that Albee wanted the PMA-Equity

dispute to continue indefinitely because, upon settlement

of the dispute. Equity planned to unionize vaudeville

-, 46personnel. The inference, of course, was that, by pro-

longing the controversy, Albee and his vaudeville associ-

ates were able to avoid the increased costs that v/ere

almost certain to accompany the unionization of vaudeville

performers. In one public charge, Brady noted.

The reason is not hard to find. It is an
open secret that Equity, as soon as the
renewal of the theatrical agreements with
the legitimate managers is perfected, in- .y
tends to go into the vaudeville situation.
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By such delaying tactics, Brady argued, Albee could pro-

tect his own type of theatre enterprise. Brady further

charged that A. L. Erlanger, a member of the PMA and

long-time enemy of Brady, was being used by Albee to pre-

vent a PMA-Equity settlement. In an open telegram to

the New York Times , Brady wrote:

Will Mr. Harris [Sam H. Harris, President
of the PMA] deny that A. L. Erlanger was
given the leadership of the present so-
called "die-hard" faction and that he, Mr.
Harris is simply the spokesman? Does he
or Mr. Erlanger deny that the latter has
received and accepted advice about P.M. A.
policies from Mr. Albee about what should
be done in the present emergency? Will
Mr. Erlanger deny that he met John Emerson
[the Quity bargaining agent] and agreed to
accept the eighty-twenty proposition, and
after consulting with Mr. Albee refused to
accept the terms he had agreed to?48

In spite of Albee' s and Erlanger 's denials of

Brady's charges, the Shubert bloc's MPA grew in strength

and, on May 6, 1924, Equity and the MPA reached a compro-

mise agreement. Brady was privately credited with creating

the mistrust within PMA ranks which eventually led to

Equity's recognition of the new Managers' Protective

49Association. The fact Brady's reputation as an arbiter

and bargaining agent for theatrical producers was firmly

established by the part he played in the 1924 actors' strike

was indicated in a letter which producer John Golden wrote

to Brady.

If there were more of your kind— I mean square
and militant producers, who stand back of
what they said they were going to do . . .
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[your plan] might go places in its fight forp.,.

fairer conditions for the creating-producer

.

That letter, although written in 1941 and referring to a

Brady plan to settle another labor dispute, was not only

a compliment, but recognition of Brady's skill as an ar-

bitrator and his work on behalf of producers in previous

years.

The fervor of William A. Brady's attacks against

the reputations of Erlanger and Albee during the 1924

Equity strike was surpassed when, on numerous occasions,

he turned his wrath on the dramatic critics of the New York

newspapers. His public attacks on the judgement and cre-

dentials of New York's leading drama critics had a dis-

tinct news value. As a result, the attacks provided

Brady with valuable advertising for many of his productions,

Througho'it his career Brady demonstrated a willingness to

defend his own productions and those of other producers

against what he considered unfair criticism. In his pub-

lic statements defending the commercial theatre, Brady had

two prominent targets—New York dramatic critics and people

bent on the moral reform of the commercial stage.

While most of Brady's "critic-baiting" publicity

involved confrontations with established New York critics,

he became involved in a significant dispute with religious

leaders and the police during the 1924-25 theatrical sea-

son. Burns Mantle described the season and the type of
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show that formed the basis of the dispute by saying,

The season will probably figure in theatri-
cal history as that sensational period when
questionable plays flourished amazingly
and the life of the drama was threatened.
The bold play and the profane play, the
play concerned frankly with the lives of
harlots and their social kin, suddenly
became the issue of the year.^l

Briefly, the censorship issue came to the fore

when some New York religious leaders, led by the Reverend

John Roach Straton, began to apply enough social and

political pressure on law enforcement agencies to force

the district attorney to take action. The district attor-

ney, a Mr. Blanton, did not immediately move to close any

of the plays against which complaints had been lodged.

He did ask, however, that the producers of those plays

informally defend themselves against the alleged viola-

52
tions of the law. William A. Brady, reportedly upset

because "several of his fellow producers were making money

53
with what were generally referred to as 'dirty plays,'"

staged one of his own called A Good Bad Woman . That play,

by William J. McNally, concerned the story of Eileen

Donovan, a prostitute, who sacrificed her already soiled

reputation by allowing her father to find her in bed with

her friend's cruel husband. Eileen's plan was to get the

married man killed so that his widow, Eileen's friend,

54
might be free to marry another, kinder man. A Good Bad

Woman, the simplistic dramatization of the "prostitute

with a heart of gold" story, opened at the Comedy Theatre,
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55February 9, 1925. It was apparent that, by presenting

the play, Brady was openly challenging the district at-

torney's authority and, thereby, creating valuable public-

ity for a play of questionable merit. Kenneth Macgowan

confirmed that possibility when he stated that the play

and the resulting furor of publicity was the invention

of some publicity men and that Brady's motives were

56totally profit oriented. Macgowan went on to say that

A Good Bad Woman was saved from an early and deserved

57closing because of the Brady-generated publicity.

Whatever the publicity might have done or not done

for the fortunes of A Good Bad Woman , William A. Brady

used the issue's news value at every opportunity. A

review of the news items relating to the incident reveal

constant efforts by Brady to keep the issue alive in the

newspapers. To illustrate, during the ten-day period,

February 13 to February 23, 1925, the New York Times con-

58tained six articles featuring Brady and his production.

The following represents a brief, chronological summary

of those articles.

February 13: Brady says he will take A Good
Bad Woman off the stage if his
rivals will take off theirs. 59

February 15: District Attorney Blanton insists
that A Good Bad Woman must be
removed from the stage. ^0

February 17: Brady offers to make changes in
A Good Bad Woman but Blanton says
the play must go. 61
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February 19: Brady modifies lines of A Good
Bad Woman . 6

2

February 22: Brady recants and says he will
stop A Good Bad Woman . 63

February 23: The Reverend J. R. Straton assails
Brady in his sermon. 64

Three times during that same period Brady announced his

intention to remove A Good Bad Woman from the stage in

compliance with the district attorney's wishes and, on

two of those occasions, he retracted his promise that the

production would be closed voluntarily. During that

same ten-day period, Brady also issued public statements

in which he vowed to either remove A Good Bad Woman from

the stage or to re-write it. In making those declarations,

Brady stated that his actions would depend on what his

competitors did with their own morally questionable pro-

66
ductions. Brady's last promise to remove the show was

made on February 22. That promise was retracted on Febru-

ary 23 after the Reverend J. R. Straton, leader of the

stage clean-up campaign, attacked Brady in one of his

sermons. In that attack, Straton said that Brady had

"represented himself as a champion of purity on the stage

and had even invited clergymen to be present at certain

performances." Straton went on to say that "Brady is a

lawbreaker who has gone unmolested by the district attorney."

Using Straton' s attack as another opportunity to

gain publicity, Brady immediately issued a statement
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defending his production and his decision not to withdraw

it from the stage. As Brady put it,

Since D. A. Blanton has decided to submit
all questionable plays to a citizens' jury,
I think that the same privilege should be
granted me regarding A Good Bad Woman . I

would like the citizens' jury to decide on
my play, too. 68

Brady continued his defense by saying that, compared to

some other New York productions, A Good Bad Woman was "Sun-

69day school stuff." Brady ended his statement by counter-

ing Straton's charge that theatrical people were basically

immoral and that the stage was "the only place where a

70spot on a woman s character was an asset." Brady's

position was that, "it would be better for Dr. Straton

to preach the Gospel to actors and actresses than to abuse

71
them." In defending the theatrical profession Brady

utilized alleged statistical proof that "more ministers

than actors occupy the prisons and jails of the United

72States." Brady's final challenge to Straton consisted

of an invitation to a public debate on the subject of the

73morality of the American theatre. The challenge was

apparently never answered by Straton, but the issue, as

far as Brady was concerned, had served his purposes. It

had enabled him to publicize his production of A Good Bad

Woman .

As noted previously, William A. Brady's career as

a theatrical producer was marked by press battles with

various New York dramatic critics. In 1937, for example,
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Brady wrote in his autobiography that he had challenged

the opinions and credentials of all the famous critics,

"Nym Crinkle, Willie Winter, Allen Dale, and Acton Davies"

74
for their "variously pompous and nasty style." He

added, however, that over the years he had learned that

"critic-baiting is one of the surest signs of a tenderfoot

75
theatrical producer" and that it was a pointless effort.

That lesson did not come easy for Brady, however,

since he did not hesitate to criticize any dramatic critic

when he felt the success of one of his productions was at

stake. A typical example of Brady's jousts with the crit-

ics can be found in events surrounding his 1905 production

of Donald MacLaren ' s play. The Redskin . As noted in an

earlier chapter, Brady felt the production had been treated

unfairly by the critics. Brady retaliated by addressing

the audience at the Liberty Theatre following the second

act of the play. E.xcerpts from that speech indicate the

tone of Brady's various attacks on the dramatic critics.

In his Liberty Theatre speech, Brady stated that he was

"through bowing to the dictates of these men who come to

our theatres and use us as targets for their shafts of

cheap sarcasm and wit." He said that the comments of

the critics had had devastating emotional effects on his

wife, who had, on occasion, arrived home from the theatre

77"with tears streaming down her face." In referring to

the personal injury critics inflicted on theatre personnel.
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Brady charged that "they drove Fannie Davenport to her

78grave." Brady ended his Liberty Theatre speech with a

vow that the critics could not "crucify" him and that he

79would fight them as long as he was able.

The above unprecedented attack on the critics

was followed by an open letter from Brady to William Winter,

drama critic for the New York Tribune . In that letter,

Brady criticized Winter and his fellow critics for review-

ing elements of a theatrical evening which Brady contended

were irrelevant. Brady maintained, for example, that Winter

criticized the "bad architecture, the cigarette smokers in

the lobby, the rude ushers and uncouth doorkeepers," but

80
neglected the play itself. Winter, in answering Brady's

charges, as well as Brady's challenge to print the letter,

advised Brady to attend to his own business. Winter stated

that, although he realized Brady needed the publicity,

Brady should "cease from contemplating himself a martyr

in danger of crucifixion, stop talking and attend to his

81
business." Winter closed his article with the following

short poem, which he dedicated to Brady "who wept while

speaking" at the Liberty Theatre:

Idle Tears

Since on the river of all-souls
Yo-San is Adulola,

Why, in this curious game of bowls,
Should Brady be the bowler?
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Since Kara crowns "The Redskin" mush,
The public voice would ask, O,

Why should the tears from Brady gush,
And not from D. Belasco?

For Grace's tears her William, glib,
Could furnish reason, may be,

But his should wet MacLaren ' s "crib,"
And not the crib of Baby!

Though, since the business is good.
And likely long to keep so.

It is not clearly understood
Why William B. should weep so:

Not is it easy to descry
Why there should be depletion
For any cause from any eye,
Of lachrymal secretion!

Tears, idle tears, the poet shed.
And found their meaning shady

—

But what, What, would he have said
Of tears produced by Brady!

W. W.82

Brady's attacks on New York critics were not limited

to those instances in which one of his productions would

benefit from it. To illustrate Brady's mistrust and dis- .

like of critics, and the resulting publicity given his

statements concerning them, one incident must be described.

In 1923, at an annual meeting of the New York Drama League,

Stark Young, a young drama critic, delivered the major

speech of the evening. In his address. Young ridiculed

the Drama League's choices of the season's best plays.

Those productions, called "signpost" plays by the Drama

League, were Loyalties , R . U . R

.

, Six Characters in Search

of an Author , The World We Live In (The Insect Comedy)
,

Rain , Hamlet , The Merchant of Venice , A Square Peg
,

Moscow Art Theatre , Romeo and Juliet , Mary the Third , Peer

Gynt , Icebound, and Pasteur

.

The only compliments Mr.
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Young had for the entire season concerned parts of some

of the plays and admiration for the technical ability and
Q O

acting found in the Moscow Art Theatre company.

The publicity the Drama League dinner received

would have been limited, had the evening ended with Mr.

84
Young's remarks. The event was made newsworthy, however

by virtue of the fact that Young's charges were answered

immediately by William A. Brady who attacked Young and

his fellow critics vehemently. Brady, angered by the

brash young critic, issued the following challenge:

If you know so much about the theatre, why
the deuce don't you give up your job as a
dramatic critic and become a theatrical
producer?85

Brady then widened his attack to include other theatre

critics, saying.

Speaking as an old man of the theatre, I

love to hear the young theatre men of today
speak about things of which they know
nothing. Why, it was only the other day
that a certain reviewer on a New York news-
paper went into ecstacies over a certain
actress' performance twenty-five years ago.
I happen to know for a certainty that this
reviewer is only 27 years of age. Isn't it

wonderful?86

Brady then proceeded to react to Young's praise of the

Moscow Art Theatre. His comment was,

I am disgusted by the praise lavished on
the Moscow Art Theatre, and I honestly
state that America had better companies
in the larger cities thirty years ago than
this very much lauded Moscow Art Theatre
has today. S7

Brady ended his attack on Young and the other critics by

saying that he wasn't in the theatre to please the critics
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and that he was only concerned with the spectator. Brady

said that he would rather "have Louis Cohen [i.e. the
Q Q

average man] think well of a play than Heywood Broun."

The above review of the publicity and promotional

tactics of William A. Brady indicates that Brady, like

his contemporaries Dion Boucicault, Augustin Daly, and

David Belasco, often personally supervised the direction

of actors in his productions. Brady was involved in the

direction of approximately fifty-four of the 186 produc-

tions he presented on the legitimate stage during the course

89
of his active career. Although the exact number of shows

Brady directed is uncertain due to incomplete records

prior to 1900, he was credited publicly with having

directed fifty-four productions, either individually or

in conjunction with assistants.

The fifty-four shows Brady directed in the course

of his fifty year career may seem to be a relatively small

number and, indeed, they do represent less than one-third

of his 186 New York productions. Those fifty-four produc-

tions assume some significance, however, considering the

extent of Brady's involvement in other ventures which de-

manded a large measure of his time and energy. To illus-

trate, fifty-three of those fifty-four Brady-directed shows

were produced between 1889 and 1929, the forty-year period

during which Brady rose to power and fame as a theatrical

producer and entrepreneur. In addition to directing
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fifty-three Broadway productions during that forty-year

period, Brady successfully opposed the theatrical Syndi-

cate, built and managed a major New York theatre, produced

numerous paratheatrical events such as six-day bicycle

races, staged a reenactment of the Boer War, managed the

careers of two World Champion boxers, and was responsible

for the management of a major motion picture studio. Fur-

ther, it should be remembered that during the same period

Brady produced 110 other Broadway shows in addition to the

ones he directed. Given the scope and quantity of his

activities, newspapers of the day speculated on how Brady

managed to attend to so many ventures. One such article

described what it referred to as "a typical Brady-day,"

giving a detailed account of his activities from "9.46.53

90a.m." to 9 o'clock the next morning. The article pointed

out that Brady worked each day from 9:30 a.m. until 3

o'clock the next morning, and that he normally slept only

four hours a night. In describing the start of Brady's

day, the article noted that

at 7 o'clock he arises, drinks a cup of
coffee, says good morning and good-day to
his family and is at the lithographers at
8. At S : 30 he is at the Actors' Fund and
at 9 is bargaining with a playwright.
This done, he feels that his day's work has
fairly commenced. ^1

It is important to note at this point that between 1910-

1929, the period of Brady's heightened production activity,

Brady engaged the services of thirty stage directors,
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eleven of whom worked on at least two separate Brady pro-

go
ductions. As Brady's production activity declined be-

tween 1930 and 1940, he directed only one play, Anthony

93Kimmin's comedy, While Parents Sleep , in 1934. In

total, however, Brady's directorial activity was signifi-

cant .

As noted earlier, in Brady's era it was not un-

usual for an individual to function as both producer and

director. The major difference between Brady's stage

direction and that of his contemporaries seemed to be one

94
of motive. Brady was a "notoriously stingy man" who

sought to save money whenever possible. He was also

keenly aware that additional publicity could be gained

by directing his own shows, particularly if there was

95
some unusual or innovative quality to his direction.

It was that promotional aspect of his directing that set

Brady apart from his contemporaries.

The most unusual or innovative aspect of Brady's

stage direction, and consequently the one aspect which

received the most publicity, consisted of his talent for

managing and staging crowd scenes. Since that specialty

and its attendant attention-getting capability was unique,

it warrants consideration along with Brady's basic pro-

motional techniques. Throughout his career Brady took

particular pride in his expertise in staging plays in-

volving large numbers of actors. On one occasion, when
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alluding to this skill, Brady referred to himself as a

96"mob trainer," In elaborating on that self-description,

Brady stated that, in his opinion, the stage "mob" pro-

vided one of the best acting schools available to the

novice actor. Brady described the benefits of the "mob"

by saying,

Many a great actor has risen from the stage
mob and been proud of it. In this regard
it is the most apt and practical of schools.
The novice gets a glimpse of the inner
workings of the stage and its discipline,
the demands on the actor's time, energy
and talent, and tends moreover to overcome
that most harrowing of diseases, stage
fright, to which seasickness and buck fever
are as measles to lockjaw.

Brady began employing novel methods of staging

based on impressively large casts as early as 1892. In

that year Brady hit upon the idea of utilizing masses

of people in Gentleman Jack , a melodrama based on the

98sport of boxing. The novelty of large casts, it should

be noted, was not foreign to American audiences since

circuses, spectacles, and events like Brady's reenactment

of the Boer War had been a part of American entertainment

for some time. Such events were not, however, standard

manuscript dramas. When Brady presented Gentleman Jack

at the Drury Lane Theatre, London, he had a boxing ring

complete with bleacher seating constructed on the stage.

V/hen completed, the installation accommodated one thousand

persons. His plan called for sixty of the thousand seats
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to be occupied by professional actors in supernumerary

roles. He then proceeded to fill the remaining seats

with nonprofessional, unrehearsed citizens of London.

Interestingly, he obtained the services of the non-

professionals via a typical bit of Brady promotional

expertise. He publicly announced that a limited number

of citizens would be admitted free of charge to "a great

sparring exhibition between James J. Corbett , Champion of

the World, and Professor John Donaldson, the eminent box-

99
ing instructor." The prospects of something free, or

the sight of the Champion in action, was enough to provide

Brady with the manpower he needed for his novel idea.

When the production opened, the London citizens, sitting

on the bleacher seats with the paid actors, became a part

of the play itself. Inspired by the yells and cheers of

the actors, who had been carefully coached by Brady, the

invited "crowd" furnished what Brady described as "a

convincing representation of a prizefight."

Brady's use of a "mob" in his 1903 production of

Pretty Peggy , although perhaps less spontaneous in appear-

ance and origin than the crowd of the London production

of Gentleman Jack , was equally effective. The play, by

Frances A. Mathews, was a dramatization based on a British

theatre riot that had erupted when the English actress,

Peg Woffington, hired French dancers for one of her plays.

The actresss, in hiring the French, had defied the English
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audience's anti-French sentiments, and when she attempted

to perform the piece at the Covent Garden theatre with

her French dancers, a riot ensued. Since the Mathews play

was concerned with the life and career of the English ac-

tress, it naturally contained a "riot scene." Moreover,

when Brady secured the performance rights to Mathews'

play, he chose to emphasize that particular scene. In

order to stage the scene, Brady hired 180 men and, with

the aid of his assistant, Frank Hatch, rehearsed them "at

least twenty times" with rehearsal periods lasting as long

as five hours. The rioters were divided into three

squads, each positioned by Hatch and rehearsed in their

emotional and vocal responses by Brady. Descriptions of

his efforts to elicit a "fervor of excitement" from the

rioters note that Brady used threats, promises, and abusivein u ^ ,,102language "common among men who command men."

Brady's use of rough language when directing

actors is only one of the unique directorial methods to

be found in descriptions of Brady's rehearsals. It is

interesting to note, in passing, that the descriptions

of Brady's rehearsals were made possible by one of his

publicity tactics. He made a practice of inviting re-

porters to rehearsal sessions and, in doing so, he essen-

tially was guaranteed free advertising for the production

he was about to open. For example, a full-page article

appeared as the result of Brady's invitation to one reporter

103
to attend rehearsals of his production Pretty Peggy.
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The physical placement of the actors in the Pretty

Peggy riot scene, although normally executed by Hatch,

became Brady's primary concern during the rehearsal period.

The effect that resulted when the riotous "audience" was

arranged on the small stage of the Herald Square Theatre

did not satisfy Brady. Brady felt that a "cramped and un-

convincing scene" resulted when the riotous "audience"

and the platform from which Peg Woffington addressed them

were combined on the thirty-foot-wide Herald Square

104
stage. To remedy the problem of the overcrowded stage,

Brady consulted one of his press representatives, Channing

Pollock. Pollock suggested that Brady have the mob enter

down the aisles of the theatre and remain in the audience

area throughout the scene. Brady accepted the idea and,

aware of Pollock's talent as a writer as well as the pub-

licity potential of such staging, he assigned Pollock the

task of re-writing the scene accordingly. In order to

implement the new and more spectacular concept, Brady ex-

tended the production's rehearsal time an additional four

days. Brady explained the delay in opening the show with

a press release which said the delay was made necessary

105because "Miss George has a sore throat."

Brady continued to supervise and direct the actions

of "his famous mob" even after Pretty Peggy had opened on

March 23, 1903. Not only was the means Brady used to

keep the crowd of rioters animated during the run of the
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production novel, but it provides an interesting clue to

his personality and determination to make a production

exciting. The procedure he used consisted of stationing

himself at one of the entrances through which the rioters

charged into the theatre auditorium. On occasions when

the level of their excitement did not measure up to his

expectations, Brady would "deliver them friendly encourage-

107ment on the toe of his boot." That type of directorial

encouragement prompted one of the rioters to send Brady

the following "note of appreciation."

Billy Brady, he's our guide
Billy Brady, he's our pride.
He guides us with his eyes of blue and
With his feet when he cares to.
To hell with tears and sights
Beware when he looks wise
And if you don't shout, "You'd better look out,"
Brady is our guide. 108

The critical reaction to Pretty Peggy was mixed.

For example, one critic said that "Pretty Peggy is just

about, but not quite— I guess the run won't be a long

109one" and, another noted the play had "a novelty and

quaintness which leaves a good taste in the mouth. ..."

Despite the several uncomplimentary critical comments,

Brady declared the play a "hit" when his box-office re-

ceipts reached $27,000. Interestingly enough Brady did

not claim that anything he did in the directing of the

production was responsible for its success. On that sub-

ject, Brady credited the publicity the production received.
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His specific cominent was,

Perhaps the most potent factor in a "hit"
is the newspapers. If the criticisms of
a production are favorable the impression
of success is very likely to become preva-
lent. Provincial journals quote from those
in the metropolis, and the news spreads
rapidly; the more rapidly because all the
office machinery of the fortunate manager
is immediately put in motion with the ob-
ject of dissemination. Billboards chronicle
the length of the engagement, and even
flashlight photographs of audiences are
used. 112

Admittedly the favorable publicity Brady received

in response to his staging of Pretty Peggy was not without

precedent in the American theatre. Brady's particular

brand of crowd control, evident in both Gentleman Jack and

Pretty Peggy , was seen in America, and met with popular

approval, as early as 1899, when Lew Wallace's Ben Hur

was staged "using a throng of people, waving branches of

palm, standing upon the sloping hillside of the Mount of

Olives." ^ Additionally, Richard Mansfield's 1900 pro-

duction of Henry V, in New York, drew the following com-

ment from the critic, Norman Hapgood.

The crowds were well drilled. The scene
which drew the longest and loudest applause
was not written by Shakespeare nor by any-
one else; it was an elaborate crowd scene
suggested by the Chorus. 114

With the popularity and promotional value of his

staging techniques assured, Brady did not confine the use

of large crowd scenes to his productions of Pretty Peggy

and Gentleman Jack. He used a similar crowd scene in a
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later play entitled The Pit. The Pit , which was produced

and directed by Brady, dealt with the stock market and

it contained a riotous scene set in "the pit," or market

115floor of a large stock exchange. To obtain sufficient

actors for the scene, Brady advertised for 500 men "of

the Street" who were "much burdened with time and unbur-

116denea with resources." Brady admitted that he did not

need 500 crowd members for the scene, but he said that

number was necessary because of a high desertion rate

among amateurs. In spite of the problems that amateurs

presented, Brady preferred them to professionals because

he thought only nonprofessionals could deliver the spon-

117taneous reactions he was seeking. Brady felt that the

director, or stage manager, should teach the nonprofes-

sionals to react in a way which, while having the appear-

ance of spontaneity, was actually carefully rehearsed,

and controlled. Brady expressed the basic theory he used

when directing "mob" scenes in a newspaper interview con-

cerning The Pit. In it, he stated,

The stage manager enthuses, glows and stif-
fens his sinews in a mimic tempest of rage,
sorrow, despair, or joy. Soon, however, he
discovers that by the subtle psychology of
suggestion, some few, and later more and
more, become as it were hypnotized, losing
themselves completely in the spirit of the
situation. Every phrase is gone over and
over to get the exact meaning and the
proper emphasis— hour after hour and day
after day, until order is finally brought
out of chaos and the desired result is
achieved. US
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Inherent in the above quotations are indications

that Brady, in addition to being innovative in his stag-

ing techniques, was also aware of the basic tenets of

directing espoused by his contemporaries E. Gordon Craig

and Max Reinhardt. Brady's insistence on accuracy and

detail are suggestive of the techniques used by both

Craig and Reinhardt as exponents of the director as the

dominant artist of the theatre. Max Reinhardt, for ex-

ample, was, as early as 1902, establishing the supremacy

of the director's will over that of the actor.

In most instances he persuaded the actors
to surrender to the ensemble ... to the
total picture he had worked out. His theory
of acting, based on realism, which could be
rather heavily stylized, was limited to a
meager, martinet, "Do as I tell you" or "Do
as I do." When rehearsing a cast, often at
length and in Teutonic detail, Reinhardt
usually demonstrated how he wanted each of
them to speak and move. He compelled every-
one to do what he did. 119

The tirelessly repetitive rehearsal process which

Brady used in the direction of both Pretty Peggy and The

Pit was not the only common technique to be found in re-

ports of his direction of the two plays. As noted in the

reference to Brady's continued supervision of the Pretty

Peggy cast and his habit of delivering encouragement to

the actors on the toe of his boot, Brady was prone to

personally "encourage" his actors. Brady apparently re-

peated the practice of physically influencing his actors

when working on his production of The Pit. On the occasion
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of that production, he was not content to remain behind

the scenes, but instead, often went on stage during per-

120formances. The means he used to accomplish that end,

without altering the normal appearance of the crowd scene,

are interesting and indicative of the thoroughness often

apparent in his work as a director. To facilitate his

appearance on stage, Brady hired an extra whose physical

characteristics were similar to his own. He then pro-

ceeded to costume the man in a business suit identical

to one in his own wardrobe. Whenever Brady thought that

the crowd in The Pit was in danger of "losing its enthu-

siasm," Brady went on stage, taking the place of his look-

121
alike extra. From his vantage point within the crowd,

Brady would

watch the movement of every one of the
fifty-cent actors and, if needs be, goad
them on to greater histrionic achievements
by an occasional root in the ribs or a
hook over the heart. ^^2

One reviewer, after witnessing Brady at such a performance,

commented that Brady was "amazingly cai'eless with his

fists.
"-^^-^

The above illustrations of Brady's directing tech-

nique indicate still another means by which Brady was

able to obtain publicity for his productions. In fact,

however, it may be that, by following his belief that one

should give a quality product to the paying public, Brady

may have gained as much fame as a director as he did from

his novel and innovative staging methods.
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In conclusion to this chapter, it should be noted

that William A. Brady's expertise and knowledge of pro-

motional publicity were indispensable to the success and

quality of his productions. His knowledge and methods

were those learned over half a century of experience in

the commercial theatre. While his methods of gaining

publicity may have been unconventional and, at times ques-

tionable, the basic motive behind them remained the same.

It was always Brady's intention to present a quality,

profitable product to the public.
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CONCLUSION

William A. Brady was one of the most successful

and most active theatrical producers of this century,

producing 185 Broadway shows, managing the careers of

some of America's outstanding theatre artists, and pio-

neering in the area of theatrical promotion. During his

fifty-year career, Brady demonstrated many of the charac-

teristics generally associated with the powerful entre-

preneurs who dominated the American theatre during the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries when com-

mercialism reached its peak on Broadway. It was during

Brady's career that the American theatre passed from the

era of melodrama and the combination companies, through

the days of the Theatrical Syndicate, to the production

of social conimentaries such as Street Scene and Death of

a Salesman .

As a result of his experience, his business acumen

his ability to gauge the changing popular tastes, and his

expertise in several facets of the entertainment industry

Brady exemplified the American theatrical producer of the

early twentieth century commercially-oriented theatrical

era. The man was a part of his profession, not only
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financially and directorially , but as a public figure

whose presence and statements at times affected the entire

industry.

Brady's early training v\-ith traveling troups

along the Vi'est Coast prepared him well for his later

career in the legitimate theatre of Xew York. Then,

using his shrewd business sense and the knowledge of

public taste he progressively accumulated in his years of

theatrical endeavor, Brady was able to finance an impres-

sive total of 1S5 productions on Broadvray . As a result

of the quantity and (in phases of his career) regularity

of his production activity, Brady vv-as able to accumulate

a degree of personal and economic power. That power

enabled him to become increasingly more dominant, more

capable of giving his ventures stable financial support,

and more capable of assuming the role of spokesman for

segments of the entertainment industrj'. Brady established

himself as a force to be reckoned with early in his career

v%-hen, in association with the Shuberts, he was instrvmien-

tal in bringing about a decline in the power of the Theat-

rical Syndicate. Further, once he established himself

in his own theatre, The Playhouse, Brady acquired a degree

of financial freedom not enjoyed by the average theatrical

producer. That financial freedom allowed him to produce

as many as twenty-seven Broadv.-ay productions in one season,

1927. As a result of his financial independence, he also
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was able to bolster the career of his wife, Grace George,

and expand his own interests into new, related fields

such as the motion picture industry. In spite of severe

financial losses and the fact that he was approaching the

end of his career, Brady was still able to command enough

respect and influence to be permitted to produce one of

the classics of modern American theatre, Street Scene .

During the career of Vi'illiam A. Brady, the Amer-

ican theatre passed through an era in which it was in

danger of becoming a mass-produced, monotonous commodity

controlled by a few powerful, and sometimes unscrupulous,

men whose only motive was profit. The Theatrical Syndicate,

for example, was controlled by people from outside the

theatrical industry, people who considered theatre to be

little more than just another way to make money. Plays

were staged primarily to cash in on some current public

fad, wliile artistry and quality were almost secondary

considerations. Further, during Brady's career, the the-

atre was beset by economic problems, censorship threats,

and labor disputes. In short, conditions in and out of

the industry threatened to destroy theatre in the United

States

.

Brady faced conditions such as those described

above throughout his career. Because of his actions,

and those of other producers like him, theatre managed to

survive. It was not, by any means, the action of Brady
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or any other single person, that saved American theatre.

Brady, however, did exemplify the talent and standards

of those who enabled the American theatre to grow rather

than deteriorate. Perhaps William A. Brady's greatest

achievement was the manner in which he conducted his life

and his career. He was an honorable, yet flamboyant and

adventurous theatrical producer dedicated to producing

quality entertainment. By the time of his death, Brady

had changed the image of the theatrical producer. Thanks

to Brady, a producer was no longer viewed as a tyrannical,

unscrupulous businessman, but rather as a respectable

entrepreneur, dedicated to quality. Proof of the respect

Brady gained in the course of his career can be found in

the fact that over 300 people from all segments of the

theatre industry, religious organizations, governmental

agencies, and labor organizations attended his funeral

1
services.

Finally, and in consideration of the oustanding

career of William A. Brady, it would appear that additional

studies should be conducted on the lives and careers of

theatrical personalities who, for various reasons, may

have been passed over in favor of better-known figures

such as Belasco, Frohman, and Daly. This study has made

apparent the sometimes forgotten fact that the few people

who are the subjects of historical reviews of American

theatre were not responsible for all of its successful
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productions, not were they the only innovative, talented

individuals involved in the American theatre's period of

change

.

William A. Brady was one of those people who, in

spite of his contributions, has been neglected by his-

torians and students of the American theatre. This is

regretable when one considers that, by the time of his

death, Brady was generally acknowledged to be the "last

2
of the managerial giants of the Broadway stage" and the

3"dean emeritus of Broadway producers."



NOTES - CONCLUSION

New York Herald Tribune , January 10, 1950.

2Ward Morehouse, "Broadway After Dark," New York
World Telegram and Sun , January 11, 1950.

3New York Times, January 8, 1950.
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